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 ■ Abstract 
There is a global diabetes epidemic correlating with an in-
crease in obesity. This coincidence may lead to a rise in the 
prevalence of type 2 diabetes. There is also an as yet unex-
plained increase in the incidence of type 1 diabetes, which is 
not related to adiposity. Whilst improved diabetes care has 
substantially improved diabetes outcomes, the disease re-
mains a common cause of working age adult-onset blind-
ness. Diabetic retinopathy is the most frequently occurring 
complication of diabetes; it is greatly feared by many diabe-
tes patients. There are multiple risk factors and markers for 
the onset and progression of diabetic retinopathy, yet resid-
ual risk remains. Screening for diabetic retinopathy is rec-
ommended to facilitate early detection and treatment. Com-
mon biomarkers of diabetic retinopathy and its risk in clini-
cal practice today relate to the visualization of the retinal 
vasculature and measures of glycemia, lipids, blood pres-
sure, body weight, smoking, and pregnancy status. Greater 
knowledge of novel biomarkers and mediators of diabetic 
retinopathy, such as those related to inflammation and an-
giogenesis, has contributed to the development of additional 
therapeutics, in particular for late-stage retinopathy, includ-

ing intra-ocular corticosteroids and intravitreal vascular en-
dothelial growth factor inhibitors (‘anti-VEGFs’) agents. Un-
fortunately, in spite of a range of treatments (including laser 
photocoagulation, intraocular steroids, and anti-VEGF 
agents, and more recently oral fenofibrate, a PPAR-alpha 
agonist lipid-lowering drug), many patients with diabetic 
retinopathy do not respond well to current therapeutics. 
Therefore, more effective treatments for diabetic retinopathy 
are necessary. New analytical techniques, in particular those 
related to molecular markers, are accelerating progress in 
diabetic retinopathy research. Given the increasing inci-
dence and prevalence of diabetes, and the limited capacity of 
healthcare systems to screen and treat diabetic retinopathy, 
there is need to reliably identify and triage people with dia-
betes. Biomarkers may facilitate a better understanding of 
diabetic retinopathy, and contribute to the development of 
novel treatments and new clinical strategies to prevent vi-
sion loss in people with diabetes. This article reviews key 
aspects related to biomarker research, and focuses on some 
specific biomarkers relevant to diabetic retinopathy. 
 

 

Keywords: diabetic retinopathy · macular edema · elec-
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1. Introduction 
 

iabetes mellitus is an increasingly prevalent, 
 chronic condition characterized by an abso- 
 lute or relative lack of insulin, as well as hy-

perglycemia, dyslipidemia, and neurovascular 
damage. The damage can affect every organ sys-
tem in the body of patients, impair their quality of 

life, and cause a burden to the local and global 
community and economy. Diabetic retinopathy is a 
common complication in type 1 and type 2 diabe-
tes. The personal and socioeconomic costs of the 
condition are high. Diabetes is the most common 
cause of working-age adult onset blindness [1, 2]. 
The risk of a person with diabetes losing vision is 
25-fold that of people without diabetes [2]. 
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Clinical, biochemical, and molecular factors, in-
cluding genetic and epigenetic factors, contribute 
to the risk of diabetic retinopathy. Several factors 
are also therapeutic targets and some, such as 
pigment epithelium-derived factor (PEDF) [3] and 
microRNAs [4], may be future therapeutic agents. 
Knowledge of traditional and novel biomarkers 
may improve prognostication and the development 
and personalization of primary and secondary pre-
vention strategies for diabetic retinopathy, includ-
ing novel even more effective therapeutics. 

In this review, we briefly discuss diabetes and 
diabetic retinopathy, give an overview of bio-
markers, and discuss traditional and novel bio-
markers in diabetic retinopathy in relation to 
clinical practice and research. 

2. Diabetes mellitus and diabetic reti-
nopathy 

The incidence and prevalence of Type 2 diabe-
tes is increasing, predominantly related to greater 
rates of obesity and sedentary lifestyles. Five to 
ten percent of all diabetes patients are affected by 
type 1 diabetes in high-prevalence countries such 
as Finland [5]. In Africa, the prevalence of type 1 
diabetes is difficult to determine because of under-
supply with insulin, high mortality, unregistered 
rural cases, and low adherence to therapy de-
mands [6]. It is anticipated that by 2030 over 80% 
of people with diabetes will live in underdeveloped 
countries [1]. 

Gestational diabetes is another common form of 
diabetes [5, 7], but as it resolves post-pregnancy, 
the diabetes duration is too short to cause diabetic 
retinopathy. However, these women are at high 
risk for type 2 diabetes, and therefore diabetic 
retinopathy, later in life. 

The different forms of diabetes can be associ-
ated with acute metabolic complications, including 
fluid and electrolyte disturbances, hyperglycemia, 
hypoglycemia, increased risk of sepsis, and de-
layed wound healing. The chronic complications of 
diabetes predominantly relate to vascular damage 
of the microvasculature in the retina and kidney, 
accelerated cardiovascular disease, and neural 
damage, including peripheral and autonomic neu-
ropathy. Diabetic retinopathy has both vascular 
and neural components; hence biomarkers rele-
vant to both vascular and neural retinal tissues 
are potentially important. People who develop dia-
betic retinopathy are also at high risk of other vas-
cular complications, including diabetic nephropa-
thy and cardiovascular disease [8-10]. This may 

Abbreviations: 
 

ACCORD – Action to Control Cardiovascular Risk in Dia-
betes 
ACE – angiotensin-converting enzyme 
AGE – advanced glycation end-product 
Apo – apolipoprotein 
ARIC – Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities 
AVR – arterio-venous ratio 
CAMs – cell adhesion molecules 
CCM – corneal confocal microscopy 
CEL – carboxy ethyl lysine 
CGM – continuous glucose monitoring 
CML – carboxy methyl lysine 
CRP – C-reactive protein 
CTGF – connective tissue growth factor 
CVD – cardiovascular disease 
DCCT – Diabetes Control and Complications Trial 
DME – diabetic macular edema 
DRIL – disorganization of retinal inner layers 
EDIC – Epidemiology of Diabetes Interventions and Com-
plications 
EDTA – ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid 
EET – epoxyeicosatrienoic acid 
EPO – erythropoietin 
ERG – electroretinogram 
ETDRS – Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study  
FGF – fibroblast growth factor 
FIELD – Fenofibrate Intervention and Event Lowering in 
Diabetes 
FMD – flow-mediated dilation 
GC/MS – gas chromatography mass spectroscopy 
G-gap – glycation gap 
GV – glycemic variability 
HGI – hemoglobin glycation index  
HMGB1 – high-mobility group box 1 
HMG-CoA – 3-hydroxy-3-methyl-glutaryl coenzyme A 
HIF-1 – hypoxia-inducible factor 1 
HPLC – high-pressure liquid chromatography 
MCP-1 – monocyte chemotactic protein 1 
MIF – macrophage migration inhibitory factor 
MPO – myeloperoxidase 
NMR – nuclear magnetic resonance 
OCT – ocular computerized tomogram 
PAI-1 – plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 
PDR – proliferative diabetic retinopathy 
PEDF – pigment epithelium-derived factor 
PKC – protein kinase C 
PON-1 – paraoxonase 1 
RAAS – renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system 
RAGE – receptor for AGE 
SDF-1 – stromal-derived factor 1 
sE-selectin – soluble E-selectin 
sICAM-1 – soluble intercellar cell adhesion molecule 1  
sVAP – soluble vascular adhesion protien 
sVCAM-1 – soluble vascular cell adhesion molecule 1  
sRAGE – soluble receptor for AGEs 
UKPDS – United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study 
VEGF – vascular endothelial growth factor 
VER – visual-evoked response 
WESDR – Wisconsin Epidemiologic Study of Diabetic Reti-
nopathy  
WNT – wingless-related integration site 
WOSCOPS – West of Scotland Coronary Prevention Study 
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relate to common risk factors for tissue damage 
such as hyperglycemia, dyslipidemia, obesity, and 
smoking. 

The current global prevalence of diabetic reti-
nopathy is estimated to be 126 million of the 382 
million people with diabetes. Thirty seven million 
people around the world are estimated to have vi-
sion threatening diabetic retinopathy [2]. 

There are various stages of diabetic retinopathy 
(described in more detail in other articles in this 
RDS Special Edition). Determination of the rele-
vant stage depends on the absence or presence of 
the clinical ocular biomarkers of retinal vascular 
lesions, such as microaneurysms, hemorrhages, 
soft and hard exudates, edema, and neovasculari-
zation. Diabetic retinopathy stages range from 
normal (or apparently normal) across background 
diabetic retinopathy (mild, moderate, or severe) to 
proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR), which in-
cludes subgrades, such as vision threatening reti-
nopathy and complicated retinopathy, e.g. retinal 
detachment. The diabetic macular edema compo-
nent of diabetic retinopathy can occur at any stage 
of background or proliferative retinopathy, and can 
be subdivided into focal/center-involved, dif-
fuse/non-center involved, ischemic, and clinically 
significant categories [11]. 

In people with type 1 diabetes, diabetic reti-
nopathy is usually not evident until five or more 
years after onset, but after 20 years of type 1 dia-
betes 99% have some form of diabetic retinopathy. 
In people with type 2 diabetes, diabetic retinopa-
thy can be present directly at diabetes diagnosis; 
this may be due to years of undiagnosed diabetes. 
By 20 years of type 2 diabetes, about 60% of people 
have some level of diabetic retinopathy [11]. Peo-
ple with young onset type 2 diabetes are at high 
risk of diabetic vascular complications, even higher 
risk than people with similar duration of type 1 
diabetes [12-14]. This may relate to the young on-
set type 2 diabetes patients having more tradi-
tional risk factors such as obesity, insulin resis-
tance, dyslipidemia, and hypertension, and related 
novel risk factors such as (obesity-induced) in-
flammation. 

In a 2012 meta-analysis of almost 23,000 people 
with diabetes from 35 countries (which did not in-
clude Asia), the prevalence of any type of diabetic 
retinopathy was 35% [15]. The prevalence of PDR 
was 7%, of diabetic macular edema 7%, and of vi-
sion-threatening diabetic retinopathy 10%. Major 
associates of diabetic retinopathy in this study 
were diabetes duration, diabetes type (type 1 
greater than type 2 diabetes), level of glycemic 

Table 1. Traditional and novel biomarkers related to diabetic retinopathy differentiated by clinical, biochemical, and molecular categories 
 

Clinical (general) Clinical (ocular) Biochemical  Molecular  

•  Age 
•  Type of diabetes 
•  Diabetes duration 
•  Family history 
•  Body habitus 

(obesity, in par-
ticular central 
obesity) 

•  Blood pressure 
•  Pulse wave analy-

sis  
•  Skin autofluo-

resence / AGEs 
 

•  Stage of retinopathy (e.g. ETDRS, 
visual acuity, visual fields) 

•  OCT (e.g. retinal thickness, edema, 
DRIL) 

•  Retinal vessel caliber 
•  Retinal vessel geometry 
•  Corneal and lens autofluorescence 

(AGEs) 
•  Corneal confocal microscopy (CCM)
•  Electroretinograms 

•  Glycemia (e.g. HbA1c) and glycemic variabil-
ity (e.g. HbA1c SD) 

•  Renal function: serum creatinine, eGFR, urine 
albumin excretion 

•  Insulin resistance (e.g. estimated glucose dis-
posal rate (eGDR), adiponectin) 

•  Lipid / lipoprotein related (e.g. lipids, ApoA1, 
ApoB, AGE-LDL, LDL-immune complexes) 

•  Hematologic (e.g. Hemoglobin, EPO) 
•  Nutrition related: e.g. Vitamin D, homocys-

teine 
•  Inflammation: (e.g. WCC, ESR, CRP, Adhesion 

Molecules, Cytokines, Chemokines, Transcrip-
tion factors) 

•  Oxidative stress (e.g. oxLDL, isoprostanes) 
•  Advanced Glycation End-Products (AGEs) 

related (e.g. AGEs, sRAGE) 
•  Growth factor related  
•  (e.g. VEGF, PEDF, FGF21) 
•  Vascular tone related (e.g. Endothelin-1, Nitric 

oxide related, ADMA) 
•  Thrombosis and fibrinolysis related (e.g. fi-

brinogen, PAI-1) 
 

•  DNA based (e.g. SNPs, 
GWAS, telomeres) 

•  Epigenetics (e.g. DNA me-
thylation, DNA acetylation, 
histone modification) 

•  RNA based (e.g. non-
coding RNA, including mi-
croRNAs) 

•  Proteomics 
•  Metabolomics 
•  Lipidomics 
•  Glycomics ( analysis of glu-

cose modified lipids or pro-
teins) 
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control, and blood pressure [15]. Due to the high 
and rising rates of diabetes and chal-
lenged/overwhelmed health care systems it is im-
portant to develop strategies that address diabetic 
retinopathy in both affluent and less well-
resourced regions. 

In more affluent regions, the prevalence of se-
vere diabetic retinopathy has declined [16], despite 
increasing prevalence of both type 1 and type 2 
diabetes. However, the expected number of pa-
tients to be screened and treated is not likely to 
decline. In people with type 1 diabetes, PDR has 
decreased over 10-fold in people diagnosed before 
1975 vs. those diagnosed after 1985 [16]. Better 
control of risk factors, extended screening, and im-
proved treatments for diabetic retinopathy account 
for this great clinical improvement [11, 17-19]. 
These improvements, and hopefully further gains 
in prediction, prevention, detection, and treatment 
of diabetic retinopathy, are strongly related to 
biomarkers. As an example, the recognition of the 
role of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
in angiogenesis, including retinal neovasculariza-
tion, led to the development and use of intraocular 
anti-VEGF therapy for sight-threatening diabetic 
retinopathy [18, 19]. Unfortunately, not all pa-
tients respond well to this treatment. Therefore, 
other treatments for late-stage diabetic retinopa-
thy are needed. 

3. Biomarkers 

3.1 Definition 

A biomarker can be defined as a characteristic 
that is objectively measured and evaluated as an 
indicator of normal biological processes, patho-
genic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a 
therapeutic intervention [20]. Examples of bio-
markers in clinical medicine include HbA1c levels, 
carotid intima media thickness, serum creatinine 
levels, Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy 
Study (ETDRS) score, and genotypes or tumor 
markers such as for breast cancer. Diabetic reti-
nopathy-related biomarkers, including those in 
clinical practice and research, are summarized in 
Table 1. 

3.2 Differences between a biomarker, a risk 
factor, and a determinant 

The terms biomarker, risk factor, and determi-
nant are often used interchangeably. The World 
Health Organization defines a risk factor as any 
attribute, characteristic, or exposure of an individ-

ual that increases the likelihood of developing a 
disease or injury. These factors include for exam-
ple smoking, hypertension, and hyperglycemia. 
The first use of this term traced back to cardiovas-
cular epidemiologist Dr. William Kannel in a 1961 
paper [21]. Sometimes, the term “determinant” is 
used, meaning a variable that is associated with 
either increased or decreased risk. As an example: 
while high HDL-C levels are associated with lower 
risk of cardiovascular disease, and therefore are 
considered a “determinant”, low HDL-C levels con-
stitute a “risk factor”. Some risk factors can be as-
sociated with a reduction of disease severity, but 
not all risk factors can be altered; the latter in-
clude age and diabetes duration. 

3.3 Types of biomarkers 

Biomarkers and risk factors can be subdivided 
in various ways. Commonly there are traditional 
and novel biomarkers and risk factors. Traditional 
biomarkers are those that are well established in 
clinical practice and research. Novel biomarkers 
are generally regarded as those of interest. They 
are possibly associated with or predictive of the 
disease or its response to treatments, but are nei-
ther proven, nor widely accepted or used in clinical 
practice. 

Traditional and novel risk factors may relate to 
the same category and the same process. For ex-
ample, HbA1c, a measure of glycemic control, is 
strongly associated with diabetic retinopathy, and 
is a traditional risk factor [22]. Other aspects of 
glucose control include glycemic variability and al-
ternate assays, e.g. to determine the level of 
plasma 1’5 anhydroglucitrol [23], a dietary mono-
saccharide excreted in urine. These aspects may 
also be regarded as biomarkers, but they are not 
well studied in relation to diabetic retinopathy. 
They are thus regarded as novel biomarkers. The 
development of new biomarkers is a refinement 
process depending on the degree of etiological dis-
closure. A similar process can be observed for lipid 
levels. Whilst high total and LDL-cholesterol 
(LDL-C), triglycerides, and low HDL-C levels are 
traditional risk factors for cardiovascular disease, 
and possibly also for diabetic retinopathy [15, 24], 
lipoprotein subclass profiles based on lipoprotein 
particle size [25], determined by nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) and measures of circulating oxi-
dized LDL [26], are more recently developed, and 
may thus be regarded as novel biomarkers. 

Biomarkers and risk factors can also be catego-
rized based on the type of test, which may include 
the following: 
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1. Clinical tests, biochemical markers, and mo-
lecular factors, with the latter including ge-
netic and epigenetic markers [4]. 

2. ‘Omics’ studies, including proteomics [27, 28] 
and lipidomics [29], which are beginning to 
be applied to diabetic retinopathy. 

 
While individual markers are sometimes used 

in clinical practice, a panel of biomarkers, includ-
ing biomarkers from different categories, is used 
on other occasions. For example, many cardiovas-
cular risk calculators use clinical factors such as 
age, presence or absence of diabetes, smoking 
status, and blood pressure, and they use biochemi-
cal factors such as cholesterol levels as well. Simi-
lar to nephropathy and cardiovascular disease, 
retinopathy has multiple risk factors. It is thus 
likely that a panel of biomarkers rather than an 
individual biomarker will prove useful in clinical 
research and practice. Such multi-biomarker pan-
els are already used in some countries for cardio-
vascular disease [30], and panels using clinically 
available biomarkers have been recently suggested 
for a composite of diabetic micro- and macrovascu-
lar complications [31]. Retinopathy-specific risk 
algorithms suitable for use in diverse patient 
groups are highly desirable. It will be important to 
determine the predictive value of additional pa-
rameters, particularly those that are not readily 
available and are costly, such as the results of 
electroretinograms (ERGs), genome wide associa-
tion studies (GWAS), and microRNA profiles (dis-
cussed below). 

The pathway linking diabetes, risk markers, 
and mediators with diabetic retinopathy is shown 
in Figure 1. Examples of clinical, biochemical, and 
molecular biomarkers of proven or potential rele-
vance to diabetic retinopathy are shown in Table 
1. These biomarkers are related to traditional risk 
factors for diabetic retinopathy, shown in Table 2 
(including the major risk factors of poor glycemic 
control, longer diabetes duration, hypertension, 
and smoking), and to the pathophysiology of dia-
betic retinopathy, shown in Table 3 (including 
vascular and neural dysfunction, inflammation, 
oxidative stress, and dyslipoproteinemia). Central 
to many of the processes promoting diabetic reti-
nopathy is hyperglycemia, which is a major risk 
factor for both onset and progression of diabetic 
retinopathy (discussed further below). Whilst ef-
fective at reducing the development and progres-
sion of diabetic retinopathy [22], tight glycemic 
control is often difficult to achieve in clinical prac-
tice in both type 1 and type 2 diabetes. 

3.4 Why use biomarkers? 

The reasons for using biomarkers are summa-
rized in Table 4, and discussed below. Whilst ma-
jor risk factors for the development and progres-
sion of diabetic retinopathy are available (summa-
rized in Table 2), well-proven tools for early diag-
nosis and prediction of overt disease are currently 
missing. The latter also applies to the determina-
tion of who will respond to a specific treatment or 
combinations thereof. Validated biomarkers for 

Diabetes

Obesity
Insulin resistance

Dysglycemia
Hyperglycemia
Hypoglycemia
Glycemic
variability

Obesity
Insulin resistance

Dysglycemia
Hyperglycemia
Hypoglycemia
Glycemic
variability

• Inflammation
• Oxidative stress
• AGEs
• Pro-clotting
• Dyslipidemia
• Abnormal fatty acids metabolism
• Abnormal growth factors
• Activated RAAS
• Abnormal vasoregulation
• Increased blood pressure
• Altered innate immunity
• Altered cell signaling 

including:  PKC
Polyol pathway
Hexosamine pathway
AGEs

• Altered molecular pathways
including: Telomere

Epigenetics
Histone modification

• Endothelial dysfunction
- Leakiness
- Abnormal blood flow
- Thrombosis

• Abnormal angiogenesis
• Pericyte loss (apoptosis)
• Endothelial cell proliferation
• Thickening basement 

membrane
• Neural damage

- Microglial activation
- Neuroinflammation

Diabetic retinopathy
- Microaneurism
- Hemorrhage
- Exudates
- Macular edema
- Neovascularization

Systemic Retinal

 
Figure 1. Systemic and retinal biomarkers for diabetic retinopathy. 
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diabetic retinopathy would likely facilitate its 
early diagnosis, and enable early treatment. Bio-
markers may also guide treatment choice. This in-
cludes the identification of subgroups of patients 
with diabetes and retinopathy according to their 
different responses to treatment such as intraocu-
lar anti-VEGF treatment. There may be three 
subgroups represented by those who respond ei-
ther well, negatively, or not at all. This use of bio-
markers is a common practice in some areas of 
medicine, in particular oncology [32], but not yet in 
diabetes. 

The early prediction of diabetes complications is 
desired by people with diabetes, clinicians, and 
health care providers. The use of multiple factors, 
including clinical, biochemical, and molecular 
components, will likely better predict diabetic reti-
nopathy. It will also determine the need for ther-
apy and predict the response to therapies. The ca-
pacity to accurately target treatments may im-
prove treatment-effect size, and reduce the risk of 
individuals who may not benefit from certain 
therapies as they may undergo treatments with 
potential side-effects, inconvenience, and cost. 
Greater knowledge of biomarkers will enhance the 
understanding of the mechanisms of retinopathy 
and of effective treatments, explain residual risk, 
and facilitate disease monitoring. 

It has been calculated that the major clinical 
risk factors for diabetic retinopathy explain only a 
fraction of the variation in the risk of retinopathy. 
For example, in the Wisconsin Epidemiologic 
Study of Diabetic Retinopathy (WESDR) Study, 
HbA1c, blood pressure, and total cholesterol only 
accounted for about 10% of the variability in reti-
nopathy risk [33]. However, it has been suggested 
that biomarkers related to these major retinopathy 

risk factors can be used to guide retinopathy 
screening intervals so as to increase the cost-
efficiency of this resource. Recent reviews support 
the extension of retinal screening intervals from 
the generally recommended annual review to every 
two years for people with well-controlled type 2 
diabetes and no diabetic retinopathy [34, 35]. Also, 
personalized screening intervals have been sug-
gested. These should be estimated using a mathe-
matical algorithm considering gender, type and 
duration of diabetes, glycemic control, blood pres-
sure, and current retinopathy grade [36]. 

Biomarkers and related basic science studies 
are important to identify molecular pathways in 
disease and therapy; they have been major con-
tributors in the development of anti-VEGF treat-
ments. Biomarkers can also be used in the devel-
opment and testing of novel therapeutics, includ-
ing surrogate end-points and safety tests. 

4. Challenges in the development and 
use of biomarkers 

The following factors need to be considered in 
the detection and evaluation of (new) biomarkers 
for diabetic retinopathy: 

 
- Velocity of disease development in individ-

ual patients 
- Variations in phenotyping  
- Subclinical ocular damage 
- Metabolic memory 
- Usefulness of biomarkers to be confirmed in 

independent populations 
- Predictors at population level may not apply 

to all individuals 
- Large-scale studies are frequently needed, 

e.g. for genetic investigations 
- Microenvironments at tissue, cellular, and 

molecular level 
- Readily accessible tissues (blood, urine) are 

not the site of disease 
- Dissecting cause and effect, causative or 

epiphenomenon 
- Funding for biomarkers often low priority 
- Assay availability, cost, quality 
- Assay related factors: pre-analytical, ana-

lytical, post-analytical (see Table 5) 

4.1 Multiple risk factors and diagnostic crite-
ria 

A major challenge in the use of biomarkers is 
that multiple risk factors and pathways impact the 
development and progression of diabetic retinopa-

Table 2. Traditional risk factors for diabetic retinopathy 
 

Unmodifiable  Modifiable  
 

•  Genetics 
•  Ethnicity 
•  Family history 
•  Age 
•  Longer diabetes duration 
•  Type of diabetes  

•  Obesity 
•  Hypertension 
•  Poor glucose control 
•  Dyslipidemia  
•  Other diabetes complica-

tions, especially renal dis-
ease 

•  Smoking  
•  Anemia  
•  Pregnancy 
•  Low health literacy,  
•  Low healthcare access and 

adherence 
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thy (Figure 1, Tables 1-3). Hence, multiple com-
ponent biomarker panels may be more useful than 
separate biomarkers. 

There are also variations in the criteria for di-
agnosis and staging of diabetic retinopathy. Ade-
quate, detailed, and ideally the same diagnostic 
and staging criteria should be used. Variations 
may exist based on the instrumentation used for 
retinal imaging (e.g. standard or wide-screen reti-
nal cameras [37, 38], mydriatic or non-mydriatic 
views, optical coherence tomography (OCT) [39, 
40]) and for staging of diabetic retinopathy. 

4.2 Slow development of diabetic retinopathy 

Another challenge is the slow development of 
diabetic retinopathy; it may proceed over years 
and decades. There is likely retinal vascular and 
neural damage before overt diabetic retinopathy 
becomes clinical evident by the appearance of mi-
croaneurysms and exudates or obvious retinal 
edema detected by ophthalmoscopy or retinal pho-
tography evaluation. Tests that prove useful in 
clinical practice include: 

 
- OCT, which is commonly used in clinical 

practice in affluent regions [39,40]. 
- Clinical (biomarker) tests, which are current 

clinical research tools, including retinal ves-
sel caliber and geometry [41] and elec-
troretinograms (ERGs) [42]. 

4.3 Subclinical retinal damage and metabolic 
memory 

Subclinical retinal damage can have late ad-
verse consequences. Therefore, there is a need for 
early-detection biomarkers of diabetic retinopathy. 
The diabetic dog experiments by Engerman and 
Kern provide a rationale for the new biomarkers 
for early detection [43]. After 2.5 years of poor gly-
cemic control, at a time when there was no evident 
retinopathy, the diabetic dogs were switched to 
good glycemic control for a further 2.5 years. At 
the five year time point, these dogs had severe 
diabetic retinopathy, just as severe as those dogs 
that had had poor glucose control throughout [43]. 
This phenomenon is known as metabolic memory 
or the ‘legacy effect’. It refers to the phenomenon 
by which the body’s tissues, including the retina, 
continue to respond to poor or good glycemic con-
trol for years after the glucose control has im-
proved or worsened. Our human clinical studies, 
discussed later in this article, showed that retinal 
vessel caliber in ‘normal’ retina in children and 

adolescents with type 1 diabetes were predictive of 
the subsequent appearance of microaneurysms. 

Metabolic memory may modulate the relation-
ship between biomarkers and clinical status. Due 
to the clinical importance of metabolic memory, 
biomarkers for this phenomenon are of intensive 
research interest. Tissues shown to be susceptible 
to glucose-induced memory effects include retinae, 
kidneys, nerves, and arteries [44, 45]. In humans, 
metabolic memory of glycemia was first observed 
in type 1 diabetes by the DCCT/EDIC study [46-
48] and in type 2 diabetes by the 10-year post-
completion UKPDS study [49]. In the DCCT/EDIC 
study, metabolic memory for intensive diabetes 
management, mainly reflecting a 2% lower HbA1c 
level for a mean of 6.9 years, has been shown to 
protect against the development of diabetic reti-
nopathy for over a decade after the study end and 
for need for ocular surgery 15 years later [46-48]. 
Biomarkers related to metabolic memory undergo-
ing investigation include advanced glycation end-
products (AGEs) [50] and epigenetics [51, 52]. 

Table 3. Pathophysiology of diabetic retinopathy 
 

 

Epiphenomena 
 

Vascular endothelial dysfunction 
Neuronal dysfunction 

Inflammation, including vascular leakage and edema 

Thrombosis and fibrinolysis 

Lipid deposition, including modified lipids 

Fibrosis and thickened basement membranes 

Dysregulation of cell growth and death 

Disturbed angiogenesis 

Changes in cell signaling, e.g. PKC, polyol pathway, AGE-related, 
PPARα, WNT 

Molecular changes, including modifications of telomeres and DNA 
 

 
 

 

 
Table 4. Reasons to use biomarkers 
 

 

Fields of application 
 

Diagnosis of retinopathy 
Predict prognosis re retinopathy early 

Predict response to treatment 

Monitor existing retinopathy 

Monitor safety of treatment 

Explain how drugs work 

Suggest new therapeutics 

Assess new therapies by acting as surrogate end-points 

Explain residual risk 
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Follow-up of other clinical trials suggest that 
there is vascular metabolic memory for lipids, 
blood pressure, and glycemia [53]. Due to meta-
bolic memory and subclinical retinal damage bio-
markers must be assessed in and proven relevant 
to different stages and types of diabetes. 

4.4 Usefulness of biomarkers in independent 
populations 

The usefulness of a biomarker in diverse popu-
lations needs to be demonstrated. There may be 
differences in the association between biomarkers 
and diabetic retinopathy in people with type 1 and 
type 2 diabetes, and between people at different 
stages of diabetes, of different ages, ethnicities, 
and gender. Comorbidities, medications, and envi-
ronmental factors may also alter biomarker levels 
and their relationship with diabetic retinopathy. A 
comorbidity of particular relevance to diabetic 
retinopathy is that of nephropathy as the two mi-
crovascular complications are clinically related, in 
that patients with retinopathy are at greater risk 
of nephropathy, and also of cardiovascular disease 
[8-10]. Usually, some level of renal damage, such 
as hyperfiltration and/or increased albuminuria, is 
concurrent with diabetic retinopathy. The presence 
of renal disease, even at an early stage, is associ-
ated with multiple adverse changes in vascular 
disease risk factors. These changes include those 
related to lipoproteins, clotting and fibrinolysis, 
and inflammatory factors, particularly those pro-
duced by the liver [54-56]. This may relate to a 
compensatory increase in albumin and other pro-
teins synthesized by the liver to preserve plasma 
oncotic pressure in the face of albuminuria. Statis-
tical adjustment for nephropathy may ‘lose’ impor-
tant relationships between biomarkers for reti-
nopathy due to their strong relationship and col-
linearity. 

4.5 Predictors at population level may not ap-
ply to all individuals 

Another problem arises from the evaluation of 
biomarkers in large studies, namely that predic-
tors at population level may not be applicable to 
individuals. Biomarkers relevant to both are im-
portant to achieve improved outcomes related to 
diabetic retinopathy. However, large scale studies 
are needed, particularly for the assessment of 
genotypes related to diabetic retinopathy. Interna-
tional collaborations are usually essential. Such 
genome wide association studies (GWAS) have ac-
celerated identification of retinopathy-related 
genes [57-60]. 

4.6 Microenvironments at tissue, cellular, and 
molecular level 

There are many different microenvironments in 
the body; every organ and tissue can have its own 
microenvironment, including blood and cells. A 
biomarker may be present at multiple sites, and 
its relationship with retinopathy status may differ. 
For example, circulating levels of PEDF are in-
creased in subjects with compared to those without 
proliferative retinopathy [61, 62], but PEDF levels 
in ocular tissue are decreased in people with late 
stage diabetic retinopathy relative to those with-
out retinopathy [63-65]. 

4.7 Readily accessible tissues and the site of 
disease 

Another issue in the selection of suitable bio-
markers is that relevant tissues for retinopathy 
evaluation may not be readily accessible. Fortu-
nately, the retinal vasculature is accessible to 
visualization, and modern cameras are increasing 
the available field of view. OCTs [40], now in clini-
cal use, also enable a detailed assessment of reti-
nal structure and the presence of edema. Clinical 
research tools include ocular and skin autofloures-
cence measures, which reflect AGEs [66, 67]. Many 
studies have shown these non-invasively assessed 
skin AGEs to be independently associated with 
diabetic retinopathy [66-72]. Another non-invasive 
clinical tool can evaluate nerve structure in the 
cornea (by corneal confocal microscopy), which 
may relate to retinal health [39]. ERGs that test 
retinal neural function are mostly used in clinical 
research [42], but a portable ERG device that can 
detect sight-threatening diabetic retinopathy has 
recently been validated and approved for use in 
clinical practice [73]. 

Table 5. Assay-related factors that can impact biomarker levels 
 

Pre-analytical 
factors 

Analytical factors Post-analytical 
factors 

•  Study design 
•  Subjects: selection, 

characterization, 
and preparation 

•  Staff: selection, 
training 

•  Sample collection, 
processing, and 
storage 

•  Assays 
•  Equipment 
•  Staff 
•  Sample handling 

and  
•  QC program 
•  Data checking 

and sample re-
analysis 

 

•  Data checking and 
transfer 

•  Statistical analysis 
•  Interpretation: statis-

tical and biological 
•  Validation 
•  Dissemination 
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4.8 Relevant tissue accessibility and assay 
availability 

Blood and urine are most frequently used for 
biomarker analyses, but the relevant biomarkers 
may not be present or detectable, or its relation-
ship with retinal status may differ from that in the 
retina, as mentioned previously for PEDF. As an-
other example, increased intraocular VEGF is 
strongly implicated in macular edema and retinal 
angiogenesis, yet circulating levels are at or below 
the limit of detection of many ELISAs. 

Vitreous fluid is sometimes available for clinical 
research related to biomarkers [65, 74]. More re-
cently tears, which are more clinically accessible, 
are being used to assess biomarkers related to dia-
betic retinopathy [27, 75-77]. Further clinical stud-
ies are of great interest. 

4.9 Dissecting cause and effect 

Even when an association between diabetic 
retinopathy risk or status and a biomarker is iden-
tified, it can be difficult to discern cause and effect, 
or whether the observation is an epiphenomenon. 
This is where longitudinal studies and relevant 
basic science studies can be helpful. 

5. Factors that may affect biomarker 
assay results 

There are multiple assay-related factors, in-
cluding pre-analytical, analytical, and post-
analytical factors (discussed below and summa-
rized in Table 5). These factors need to be care-
fully considered in biomarker studies. 

5.1 Pre-analytical factors 

Study design must be considered as to the kind 
of samples and their time and manner of collec-
tion, and where and how they are to be analyzed. 
For example, if a longitudinal study is planned, 
then sample stability over the required storage 
time must be considered. Local versus central site 
analyses must be considered at the study design 
stage to ensure sample stability during shipping 
and storage, and to avoid assay differences be-
tween sites. Power calculations should be per-
formed prior to the study to ensure adequate sam-
ple size. Given the potential for environment and 
treatments to alter molecular markers, consent for 
repeated collection of samples for genetic analyses 
should be obtained. With the rapid rate of devel-
opment of new analytical techniques for bio-

markers, studies should ideally include the collec-
tion of additional samples for storage and future 
analyses. These additional samples also can pro-
vide a reserve in the case that samples for pre-
specified biochemical or molecular biomarker 
analyses are lost, which may happen during 
transport or because of instrument malfunction. 

Factors related to subject selection and charac-
terization are also important. For example, study 
participants need to be well characterized accord-
ing to pre-specified and agreed criteria such as: 

 
- Type of diabetes 
- Age 
- Diabetes duration 
- Definitions of diabetes complications 
- Concurrent conditions/diseases 
- Medication (including over-the-counter 

drugs) 
- Ethnicity 
- Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
 
Also, adequate details of complication defini-

tions should be reported so as to enable compari-
sons with other studies. 

Study staff is another key-factor as the collec-
tion of the relevant clinical information and sam-
ples determined in the protocol requires skills and 
training. The staff also needs to be observant and 
detail-orientated regarding subject preparation 
and sample handling. Sample collection, process-
ing, transport, and storage can impact biomarker 
results. 

The right sample must be collected, e.g. retinal 
photo field as well as venous, arterial, or capillary 
blood. Venous occlusion time for 1-3 minutes, 
which can occur if the phlebotomist is having diffi-
culty finding a vein or many blood samples must 
be collected, can increase levels of even ‘simple’ 
tests such as lipids and protein levels by 5-10%. 
The first of many blood tubes will be most ‘blood 
like’, with differences between tubes of the same 
analyte being 5-15% [78]. Fist pumping to increase 
blood flow during sample collection can lower 
sample pH and increase potassium and lactate 
levels. Hemolysis and severe hypertriglyceridemia 
can interfere with some biomarker assays [79]. 

Collection tubes must be in-date, so any pre-
servatives are active, and of the right type. For ex-
ample, EDTA, a commonly used anti-coagulant 
and antioxidant for plasma collection, binds cal-
cium, so that it cannot be used for assays that are 
calcium-dependent, such as paraoxonase activity 
[80]. Lithium heparin, sometimes used for 
blood/plasma collection, is not appropriate for bio-
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markers to be analyzed by PCR as heparin inhibits 
PCR reactions [81]. Blood samples to generate se-
rum need to be stored in serum type collection 
tubes, and be given long enough, usually at room 
temperature, to clot; otherwise a more plasma-like 
sample is obtained. 

Centrifugation should be performed at appro-
priate g-force, time, and temperature. If blood is 
not spun at a speed high enough or long enough 
less plasma or serum will be yielded, and also cel-
lular components such as platelets may not be 
fully pelleted and removed from the fluid to be 
analyzed. For example, platelets contain large 
amounts of PAI-1, so incompletely spun plasma or 
serum will give an artifact of a very high levels of 
PAI-1 if residual platelets, which lyse on thawing, 
are included [82, 83]. 

Samples should be aliqouted into in clearly la-
beled freezer-safe or liquid nitrogen-safe tubes of 
appropriate size and material, and frozen, usually 
at -70°C or below until thawed for analysis. Atten-
tion to sample shipping temperatures will prevent 
inadvertent freeze-thaws. Inventories of the sam-
ples collected, any issues with their collection, and 
their storage site should be kept. There is commer-
cially available software which can be purchased 
for this purpose, but for smaller studies, properly 
recorded in-house spreadsheets can by sufficient. 

5.2 Analytical factors 

Once in the laboratory, many factors influence 
biomarker levels such as the type of assay chosen. 
Ideally, the assay will have been well validated 
against the gold standard, and assay performance 
and reliability for the sample type and storage 
time optimized. For example, the gold standard for 
quantifying the AGE carboxy methyl lysine (CML) 
is gas chromatography - mass spectroscopy 
(GC/MS), yet many groups use ELISA for conven-
ience, availability, and cost purposes. However, 
ELISA has greater cross-reactivity with non-CML 
AGEs and potential other products [84]. 

Also, the instruments used can impact bio-
marker levels. For example, we recently published 
a comparison of five different platforms to detect 
and quantify a microRNA signature for diabetic 
retinopathy. The different platforms were associ-
ated with different sensitivities, sample volumes 
required, and cost per sample [85]. Maintenance 
should be kept up to date as poorly maintained or 
faulty instruments can generate erroneous results. 

Sample handling both before and during assays 
can impact biomarker levels. Sample handling fac-
tors include the following aspects: 

- Sample storage conditions and duration 
- Thawing protocol 
- Whether samples were centrifuged after 

thawing to pellet and remove debris and 
cryoprecipitate 

- Number of previous freeze thaw processes 
- Time and temperature at which a sample is 

left thawed prior to assays 
 
For example, in our laboratory, plasma Ox-LDL 

levels by ELISA increased significantly after three 
freeze thaw cycles, whilst serum paraoxonase 1 
(PON-1) activity was stable for at least eight freeze 
thaw cycles. 

The following assay-related factors are also im-
portant: 

 
- Intra- and inter-assay coefficients of varia-

tion (CVs) 
- Assay controls 
- Whether there are any effects caused by the 

sample position in the assay run, e.g. some 
ELISA kits have an ‘edge effect’ with differ-
ent absorbance rates in wells on the edge of 
the plate [86]. 

 
A good biomarker laboratory will have charac-

terized these aspects of each of its assays, and 
should make such knowledge available to their col-
laborators. 

Acceptability of each assay result, including 
standard curve, controls, and repeatability, should 
be determined at the time the assay is in process. 
Any high-level samples above the standard curve 
range should be reanalyzed in a greater dilution, 
and technically unsuitable samples, or those data 
points not included in the subsequent data analy-
sis, should be reanalyzed where possible. Kit lot 
numbers, operators, and comments regarding po-
tential confounders such as hemolysis or lipemia 
should be recorded, and transferred into the data-
base. 

5.3 Post-analytical factors 

Care must be taken in data checking, particu-
larly if there has been manual data entry rather 
than electronic file transfer. Assay drift over time, 
best seen from tracking of the controls, and any 
differences between operators and kit batches 
should be assessed. 

Robust statistical techniques should be used, 
ideally with data validation by a separate statisti-
cian. With modern analytical techniques such as 
GWAS, proteomics, and metabolomics, skilled bio-
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informaticians and special software are needed. 
The data must then be interpreted, not just in the 
statistical context, but also in the biological con-
text. The following statistical measures are of 
relevance to biomarkers (or biomarker panels): 

 
- Sensitivity: the proportion of individuals 

with a disease (e.g. diabetic retinopathy) 
who test positive for that particular bio-
marker. This is also known as the true posi-
tive rate. 

- Specificity: the proportion of subjects with-
out the disease who test negative. This is 
also known as the true negative rate. 

- Positive predictive power: the proportion of 
subjects with a positive test who are cor-
rectly diagnosed. 

- Negative predictive power: the proportion of 
subjects with a negative test who are cor-
rectly diagnosed. 

- Relative risk or risk ratio (RR): the ratio of 
the probability of an event (e,g, developing 
retinopathy) occurring in an exposed group 
to the probability of the event occurring in a 
comparison, non-exposed group. 

 
The results must be disseminated, and ideally, 

validated in other subject groups. 

5.4 Funding and biobanking 

A very practical consideration in biomarker 
analyses is its funding in clinical research, and 
once validated, in clinical practice. With increas-
ingly sophisticated instrumentation and assays, 
and generally declining medical research funding, 
it can be difficult to obtain funding for biomarker-
related studies. 

Whilst biobanking of suitable samples is not 
cost-free, it should be considered in clinical studies 
and trials for subsequently funded biomarker stud-
ies. Biobanking can also help ‘future-proof’ re-
search by providing relevant data and samples in a 
time- and cost-effective manner for analysis of 
biomarkers by techniques that may not have ex-
isted at the time of the original study. For exam-
ple, many of the specific biomarkers evaluated in 
the DCCT and FIELD studies, and some of the 
analytical techniques used, did not exist at the 
time of planning and conducting of these trials. 

Collaborations should be considered so as to in-
crease research study sample size, and therefore 
statistical power, and to facilitate access to ana-
lytical platforms or expertise, thus expediting pro-
gress in diabetic retinopathy related research. 

Finally, for a biomarker to be used in clinical 
practice, the assay must be widely available, ac-
ceptable to patients, reproducible, and cost-
effective. 

6. Characteristics of a reliable bio-
marker 

A reliable biomarker or biomarker panel should 
predict retinopathy risk or response to treatment 
very early, and with low false positive and false 
negative rates. The biomarkers should be valid in 
men and women of different ages, ethnicities, 
types, and stages of diabetes, and in diverse health 
states, diets, and drug treatments. The required 
samples must be easily attainable, stable when 
stored, and reproducible with different operators 
and instruments. Any required instrument or ana-
lyst must be widely available, and the test must be 
affordable. 

7. Biomarkers of interest in diabetic 
retinopathy 

Having considered important aspects of selec-
tion, use, and interpretation of biomarkers in re-
search and in clinical practice above, we will now 
discuss several classes of biomarkers and individ-
ual biomarkers relevant to diabetic retinopathy re-
search and clinical practice. 

7.1 Ocular-based biomarkers 

Vision. Visual acuity and visual fields are bio-
markers of diabetic retinopathy, though they are 
usually not abnormal until the latest stage of the 
disease. 

 
Classification of retinopathy. The absence or pres-
ence, type, and severity of retinal vessel lesions di-
agnosed by ophthalmoscopy or by mydriatic or 
non-mydriatic retinal photography are biomarkers 
of diabetic retinopathy status. These markers are 
used in routine clinical practice and in research 
[34, 87-89]. Diabetic retinopathy may be asymp-
tomatic for years, even at an advanced stage, so 
screening is essential to identify, monitor, and 
guide the treatment of retinopathy. 

There are various retinal imaging and grading 
systems, equivalent to different biomarker ‘as-
says’. New wide-angle imaging systems using 
scanning laser ophthalmoscopes can visualize up 
to 200 degrees (82%) of the retina; this improves 
coverage of the mid and peripheral retina and of-
fers improved prognostic value in diabetic reti-
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nopathy over conventional 7-field ETDRS photog-
raphy [90, 91]. Using wide-angle fluorescein an-
giography, correlations between peripheral retinal 
ischemia and diabetic macular edema have been 
identified [89, 91], which may have therapeutic 
implications. A systematic review and meta-
analysis of publications supports the use of digital 
retinal imaging for diabetic retinopathy screening, 
preferably mydriatic imaging with 100-200° views 
[92]. 

 
Blood flow changes. Commonly described, early 
functional defects in diabetes are altered retinal 
blood flow and loss of normal autoregulatory ca-
pacity. Whilst first recognized in the 1930’s, this 
observation was validated and extended by Kohner 
in the 1970’s only. Kohner suggested that blood 
flow abnormalities were pathological, and an early 
biomarker for progression of diabetic retinopathy 
[93-95]. Using more modern techniques, such as 
Doppler flow velocity waveform analysis, even ear-
lier changes in blood flow have been identified, 
prior to the onset of clinically overt retinopathy, 
and even in prediabetic (impaired glucose toler-
ance) subjects [96]. Decreased total retinal blood 
flow and arteriolar vasoconstriction have been con-
firmed by several other groups [97-99]. Later in 
the retinal disease process, retinal arterioles di-
late, which causes increased blood flow [98, 100] 
and accelerated progression to diabetic macular 
edema (DME) and PDR [101]. Increased blood 
pressure induced by exercise, acute hyperinsu-
linemia, and the degree of diabetic retinopathy 
present can alter retinal vessel vasodilatory capac-
ity, which can be measured at rest or after exercise 
[102-104]. 

 
Retinal vessel flicker response and blood flow. 
Brachial artery flow-mediated dilation (FMD) in 
response to several minutes of arm ischemia in-
duced by a blood pressure cuff is a functional 
measure of systemic arterial function. The meas-
ure has been associated with atherosclerosis and 
cardiovascular disease, and has been found to be 
predictive of these diseases. Brachial artery FMD 
and related abnormalities detected by pulsewave 
analysis are usually decreased in people with dia-
betes compared to those without diabetes [105, 
106]; this is thought to be related to impaired ni-
tric oxide (NO) bioavailability in diabetes patients 
[107]. A similar phenomenon can be observed in 
retinal vessels, with flickering light applied as the 
stressor. Vasodilation is a normal physiological re-
sponse to flickering light, and leads to increased 
blood flow, providing additional oxygen and nutri-

ents to meet the increased requirements of metab-
olically active cells. Retinal hyperemia in response 
to flickering light is regarded as a function of gan-
glion cell activity and NO release. Several groups 
have shown the retinal flicker response to be re-
duced in type 1 and type 2 diabetes per se [108, 
109], and to be progressively worse with more se-
vere diabetic retinopathy [110]. The flicker re-
sponse may also be affected by blood pressure, 
acute hyperinsulinemia, and level of diabetic reti-
nopathy [103]. 

The flicker response has also been demon-
strated to correlate with altered retinal neural 
function detected by electroretinogram [111], and 
with changes in retinal vessel caliber [112]. 

We have used the retinal flicker response as a 
biomarker of drug-induced changes in prostagland-
ins and epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs) in adults 
with diabetes, but we did not find any statistically 
significant correlations [113]. We are not aware of 
any longitudinal studies relating retinal flicker re-
sponses and subsequent diabetic retinopathy out-
comes. 

 

Oxygen saturation in retinal vasculature. The non-
invasively quantified oxygenation of systemic 
blood is clinically used, particularly in intensive 
care and emergency departments. Oxygenation of 
blood in retinal vessels can also be quantified non-
invasively based on the differential light absorb-
ance of oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin 
[114, 115]. In human cross-sectional studies, oxy-
gen saturation has been found to be higher in reti-
nal venules of diabetic than non-diabetic subjects 
[114, 116, 117], and to decline further with in-
creasing severity of diabetic retinopathy [114, 
117]. This may relate to loss of metabolically active 
retina, anatomical damage to retinal vessels, and 
arterio-venous shunt formation in the retina, all of 
which reducing oxygen consumption. It would be 
interesting to evaluate retinal oxygenation as a 
biomarker for the progression of retinopathy, and 
response to treatments such as fenofibrate, in lon-
gitudinal studies. Whilst dynamic tools such as 
retinal blood flow and oxygenation can be useful 
clinical research tools and biomarkers of response 
to stressors and therapeutics, retinal vessel cali-
ber, assessed by retinal photography, which is 
commonly used for diabetic retinopathy screening 
and management, has greater potential to be used 
as a biomarker in clinical practice. This is due to 
easy accessibility of the site of evaluation, cost-
effectiveness of the diagnostic procedure, and low 
specialization of the workforce needed for retinal 
photography and retinal caliber measurement. 
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Retinal vessel caliber. Retinal arterial and venous 
caliber and their ratio, even in the presence of an 
apparently normal retina, are potential early bio-
markers of subsequent risk for diabetic retinopa-
thy, and also for diabetic nephropathy [41, 118, 
119]. Relationships between retinal vessel charac-
teristics such as retinal venule caliber were re-
ported as a biomarker of subsequent vision loss 30 
years ago [120]. However, due to challenges in the 
precise measurement of retinal vessel caliber then, 
the more readily and reliably assessed retinal ve-
nous beading was incorporated into the Airlie 
House diabetic retinopathy classification system 
[121]. Retinal vessel caliber was not extensively 
explored until the development of retinal photog-
raphy. With the advent of digital retinal photos 
and semi-automated software to grade retinal cali-
bers, many cross-sectional and longitudinal stud-
ies, relating vessel caliber to retinal and renal out-
comes, have been conducted (reviewed in [41, 118, 
119]), including by the author and her colleagues 
[122-124]. Most studies of retinal caliber are at 
rest, but some investigators also evaluate the reti-
nal vessel caliber response to exercise [102-104]. 

Many studies have investigated the association 
of retinal vessel caliber with diabetic retinopathy 
in both type 1 and type 2 diabetes patients [41, 
118, 119]. Both cross-sectional [99, 125] and pro-
spective studies [126-128] showed strong evidence 
of venular widening to be associated with diabetic 
retinopathy. Reduced retinal arteriole caliber has 
also been associated with diabetic retinopathy [99, 
127] in a cross-sectional study, and in several pro-
spective studies in type 1 diabetes [122, 124]. In a 
longitudinal study of 64 type 2 diabetes patients 
(followed up over a mean of 6.8 years), resting 
retinal arteriole diameter decreased significantly 
in patients with improved diabetic retinopathy 
[102]. To the best of our knowledge, the longest 
longitudinal study to date is the 16-year Danish 
Cohort of Pediatric Diabetes study, in which wider 
veins and smaller arterioles were independent 
predictors of proliferative retinopathy, nephropa-
thy, and neuropathy [126]. 

Reduced retinal arteriole caliber has also been 
associated with moderate to severe diabetic macu-
lar ischemia in adults with type 2 diabetes [129]. 
In the WESDR study, retinal vessel caliber was 
independently associated with the risk of incident 
nephropathy, lower extremity amputation, and 
stroke mortality in persons with type 2 diabetes 
[130]. In a longitudinal study of type 1 diabetes, 
retinal arteriolar narrowing was independently 
associated with nephropathy and cardiovascular 
disease [131]. 

Most longitudinal studies report changes from 
baseline, usually starting in children and adoles-
cents without clinically evident retinopathy or 
early or moderate retinopathy. It will be of particu-
lar interest to learn whether baseline retinal ves-
sel caliber measures at this and later ages are as-
sociated with subsequent late-stage diabetic reti-
nopathy, need for treatment, vitrectomy, or loss of 
visual acuity. Furthermore, we wish to learn what 
effects medical therapies, such as improved glyce-
mic control, renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system 
(RAAS) blockade, or fenofibrate treatment, may 
have on retinal vessel caliber and retinopathy. 

Various measurement systems and software 
packages are available to assist with retinal vessel 
caliber measurement. The similarities and differ-
ences between the various platforms are of inter-
est, and matter of future research. Likewise, it will 
be interesting to learn what clinical, biochemical, 
and molecular factors modulate retinal caliber. We 
have reported associations between circulating 
PAI-1 activity and retinal vessel caliber in type 2 
diabetes patients [132]. A cross-sectional study of 
112 community-based persons with type 2 diabe-
tes, aged 44-83 years, reported on retinal arterio-
lar and venular caliber and their arterio-venous 
ratio (AVR) determined from fundus photography 
using a validated computer-assisted method. It 
was shown that vessel caliber and AVR were corre-
lated with PAI-1 activity. In adjusted linear re-
gression models, PAI-1 activity was positively as-
sociated with retinal arteriole caliber and AVR, 
and inversely correlated with venules. Also, wider 
arterioles were independently associated with 
other vascular risk factors such as waist-to-hip ra-
tio, HDL-C, and lower systolic blood pressure, 
whereas narrower venules were associated with 
older age and higher albuminuria. These findings 
support the role for PAI-1 activity in the retinal 
microvasculature of patients with type 2 diabetes, 
and may partially explain the link between retinal 
vascular caliber and cardiovascular disease [132]. 

Given the many positive clinical studies, the 
widespread availability and acceptability of digital 
retinal photography, and the ability to grade reti-
nal photos remotely using computer assisted diag-
nosis, retinal vessel caliber may soon be a bio-
marker in clinical practice. Even today, it is fre-
quently used as a surrogate end-point in clinical 
trials. 

 
Retinal vessel geometry. Retinal vessel geometry 
comprises another group of retinal vessel-based 
biomarkers. It includes measures of vessel branch-
ing angles, branching complexity, and fractals. We 
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have evaluated these novel clinical biomarkers, 
which can also be derived from retinal photos in 
relation to diabetic retinopathy and nephropathy 
[133-138]. In our cross-sectional study of young 
type 1 diabetes patients, greater retinal arteriole 
tortuosity was independently associated with reti-
nopathy and early stage of nephropathy [138]. In 
our longitudinal studies in a pediatric cohort of 
type 1 diabetes patients, greater simple tortuosity 
and lower arteriolar length to diameter ratio were 
independently associated with incident retinopa-
thy [133]. 

In our cross-sectional study of young type 1 
diabetes patients, traditional vascular risk factors 
correlated with novel retinal geometry measures. 
Older age was associated with decreased arteriolar 
and venular tortuosity, and females had larger ar-
teriolar branching angles than males. After adjust-
ing for age and sex, the following associations were 
found: 

 
- Longer diabetes duration was associated 

with larger arteriolar branching angle and 
increased arteriolar optimality deviation 

- Higher HbA1c levels were associated with 
increased arteriolar tortuosity 

- Higher systolic blood pressure was associ-
ated with decreased arteriolar length to di-
ameter ratio 

- Higher total cholesterol levels were associ-
ated with increased arteriolar length to di-
ameter ratio and decreased venular optimal-
ity deviation 

 
These associations remained after controlling 

for HbA1c, retinal vessel caliber, and retinopathy 
status, and were seen in subjects with early reti-
nopathy and without retinopathy [137]. 

Fractal analysis was independently associated 
with diabetic retinopathy in our cross-sectional 
analysis of young subjects with type 1 diabetes 
[136], but fractal analyses were not predictive of 
the subsequent development of diabetic retinopa-
thy [135]. It may thus be of less clinical value than 
predictive markers such as retinal vessel calibers, 
at least in this type of diabetic cohort. 

 
Neural retina assessments: electroretinograms 
and visual evoked responses. There is general 
agreement that both neural and vascular changes 
are linked with diabetic retinopathy, but there has 
been controversy as to which occurs first. Avail-
ability and sensitivity of the tools used to assess 
retinal vascular and neural structure and function 
are important to answer this question. The links 

between retinal-neural and retinal-vascular func-
tion and structure, and the changes in diabetes, 
are not yet fully understood. Retinal glial cells are 
involved in the interaction between vascular, neu-
ral, and retinal compartments. Müller cells that 
surround retinal blood vessels are assumed to 
modulate vascular permeabilty, blood flow, and 
vascular cell survival [139-143]. 

Retinal neural health can be assessed in vivo, 
in animal models, and in man, using electroretino-
graphy (ERG) and visual evoked responses (VER). 
In diabetes, these methods are predominantly re-
search tools, but are sometimes used in clinical 
practice, in particular in non-diabetic ocular dis-
eases. ERG involves electrical stimulation, and has 
several subtypes, including flash and multifocal 
ERGs. Using these tools, differences have been 
identified in (neural) retinal function and at differ-
ent disease stages between subjects with and those 
without diabetes, with the abnormality increasing 
with severity of the (more readily classified) vascu-
lar stages of retinopathy. Abnormal ERG can be 
present in diabetic subjects even in the setting of 
apparently normal retina [143]. In cross-sectional 
studies, ERG changes have been noted in type 1 
diabetes patients with a disease duration of only 
one year [144]. In longitudinal, clinical, observa-
tional studies, multifocal ERG-readings predicted 
the location of new retinopathy that developed 1-3 
years later [145, 146]. Therefore, neurodegenera-
tion could be a useful biomarker to predict the fu-
ture development of microvascular damage in the 
diabetic retina. A portable ERG device has re-
cently been released for non-mydriatic use in the 
primary care setting for the detection of late-stage 
diabetic retinopathy [73]. 

 

Ocular coherence tomography (OCT). The OCT is 
another clinical biomarker that is now widely used 
in clinical practice. OCT provides images of the 
multiple retinal layers, and measures the thick-
ness of the various layers. In diabetes-related reti-
nal-neural degeneration, retinal ganglion cells and 
nerve fiber layers are thinned. The OCT is also 
very useful in identifying and quantifying retinal 
edema, including macular edema, which can be 
difficult to detect by retinal photography or fundo-
scopy. Abnormalities in OCT can be detected even 
in diabetic patients with a normal fundoscopic ex-
amination [143]. 

In a recent systematic review including 14 stud-
ies of OCT in type 1 and type 2 diabetes patients, 
retinal neurodegenerative changes were noted, 
even in the absence of diabetic retinopathy. Sev-
eral layers in the retina and the mean retinal 
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nerve fiber layer around the optic nerve head were 
significantly thinner in people with type 2 diabetes 
than in non-diabetic subjects. In type 1 diabetes 
patients with no retinopathy, the OCT was nor-
mal, but abnormal in those with retinopathy [39]. 

In a 2015 Cochrane systematic review of 10 
studies published between 1998 and 2012 (830 
participants, 1,387 eyes), OCT was suggested as 
the new standard for the diagnosis of diabetic 
macular edema [40]. In a recent study in the Vet-
erans Affairs Diabetes Trial including adults with 
type 2 diabetes and current or prior diabetic macu-
lar edema, early (4-month) changes in the disor-
ganization of the retinal inner layer (DRIL) were 
detected by OCT, and were independent predictors 
of subsequent changes in visual acuity in a 1-year 
follow-up [147]. 

 
Corneal confocal microscopy (CCM). CCM is used 
to examine the corneal structure, including corneal 
nerve fibers. Whilst used in clinical practice in 
other ophthalmic conditions, CCM is an emerging 
clinical research tool in diabetes. Nerve fiber den-
sity, branch density, and length can be quantified 
by related software. In a recent meta-analysis of 
16 clinical trials in type 1 and type 2 diabetes sub-
jects using CCM, both groups of diabetic subjects 
had abnormal corneal nerve structure compared 
with non-diabetic subjects, even in the absence of 
diabetic peripheral neuropathy. CCM-detected 
nerve damage was more severe when diabetic reti-
nopathy or neuropathy was present [39]. 

As yet, we are not aware of studies relating 
CCM to retinal vessel caliber and ERGs. CCM is 
being used in clinical research, including as a sur-
rogate end-point in some clinical studies. However, 
further research and standardization of protocols 
are needed before it is disposed to widespread 
clinical use as a marker of diabetic neural damage 
and diabetic retinopathy. We will now discuss bio-
chemical biomarkers of diabetic retinopathy. 

7.2 Glucose-related biomarkers 

HbA1c. Whilst some of the lesions observable in 
diabetic retinopathy, such as microaneurysms, ex-
ist in other non-diabetic conditions (e.g. hyperten-
sion), diabetic retinopathy development and pro-
gression is very strongly related to glycemic con-
trol, which is best reflected by HbA1c levels. The 
HbA1c assay, which is widely used in clinical prac-
tice and research, is based on the non-enzymatic 
glycation of hemoglobin, and reflects average blood 
glucose levels over the preceding 2-3 months. In 
addition to HbA1c itself, clinicians and researchers 

often use other HbA1c-related measures, including 
time-averaged HbA1c levels, HbA1c variability, 
and other measures such as the ‘glycation gap’ 
(discussed later in this section). 

It is now well-established that tight blood glu-
cose control early in the course of diabetes, and 
sustaining it over time, are major benefits in the 
protection against diabetic retinopathy. This 
knowledge was provided by the randomized con-
trolled intervention trial in type 1 diabetes, the 
DCCT [47], and in type 2 diabetes by the United 
Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) 
[148]. In the DCCT, intensive diabetes manage-
ment resulted in HbA1c levels ~2% lower than 
conventional diabetes care. This treatment re-
duced the primary end-point of diabetic retinopa-
thy development (primary prevention) by 76% and 
diabetic retinopathy progression (secondary pre-
vention) by 54%, with an initial transient (one 
year) worsening of retinopathy prior to improve-
ment [47]. The DCCT was followed by an even 
longer and ongoing observational follow-up study, 
the Epidemiology of Diabetes Intervention and 
Complications (EDIC) study, which led to the now 
widespread recognition of metabolic memory for 
glycemic control (as discussed previously), for 
which biomarkers and mechanisms are being 
sought. 

In a reanalysis of the DCCT diabetic retinopa-
thy results, exploring the features of metabolic 
memory relative to HbA1c, Lind et al. demon-
strated that HbA1c levels dating back 2-3 years 
had the greatest relative risk contribution to cur-
rent progression of retinopathy. Furthermore, 
HbA1c levels dating back up to five years made a 
greater contribution than concurrent HbA1c val-
ues, while values from eight years earlier still had 
an important impact [149]. 

In UKPDS, newly-diagnosed type 2 diabetes 
patients were randomized to intensive vs. stan-
dard glucose control (which differed in HbA1c lev-
els by 0.9%), using various glucose control agents. 
The patients were followed for two decades [148]. 
At study-end, intensive therapy significantly re-
duced cumulative microvascular end-points by 
25%. For retinopathy, intensive therapy reduced 
progression. This became evident within six years 
of randomization, and was sustained. The reduc-
tion in risk amounted to 21% after 12 years. Ten 
years after UKPDS close-out, about one third of 
the original study subjects were available for fol-
low-up. It was demonstrated that prior intensive 
HbA1c control reduced risk of a composite mi-
crovascular end-point by 24%; retinopathy-specific 
data were not provided [49]. 
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Hypoglycemia. The relationship between hypergly-
cemia and diabetic retinopathy is well-known. 
Hence, biomarkers of hyperglycemia are important 
in both clinical practice and research. More re-
cently, links between hypoglycemia and vascular 
complications of diabetes have been recognized 
[150]. These complications are perhaps mediated 
by induction of oxidative stress and proinflamma-
tory processes. Specific analysis of the DCCT Co-
hort data regarding diabetic retinopathy did not 
find an association between hypoglycemia and 
diabetic retinopathy [151]. Further studies and 
consideration of ambient blood glucose levels are of 
interest as hypoglycemia has been found to block 
an observed decrease in diurnal macular thickness 
in people with diabetic macular edema assessed by 
OCT [152]. 

 
Glycemic variability. Another glycemic related 
group of biomarkers is that of glycemic variability 
(GV). Glycemic variability is reflected by either 
short-term or long-term blood glucose variability. 
Short-term GV is usually based on fingerprick 
blood glucose tests or on days of continuous glu-
cose monitoring (CGM) of subcutaneous intersti-
tial fluid glucose levels. Long-term GV is usually 
based on standard deviation of serial HbA1c levels 
(HbA1c SD). These measures have been explored 
as biomarkers of increased risk of diabetic micro- 
and macrovascular complications. Most, but not 
all, studies found positive associations between 
various measures of GV, including the HbA1c SD 
[153-155], with more consistently positive out-
comes in type 2 than in type 1 diabetes [154, 155]. 
However, publication bias may have led to an over-
representation of positive studies published. Also, 
long-term metabolic memory for glycemia may 
have impacted retinopathy, but have not been in-
cluded in the study time or considered in the dis-
cussion. 

 

Hemoglobin glycation index (HGI) and glycation 
gap. The HGI is calculated as follows: HGI = ob-
served HbA1c - predicted HbA1c. It is based on dif-
ferences between mean blood glucose levels and 
predicted vs. actual HbA1c levels, and was devel-
oped in the DCCT and applied to the DCCT cohort. 
At seven years' follow-up, type 1 diabetic patients 
with higher-than-predicted HbA1c levels (high 
HGI group) had three times greater risk of reti-
nopathy (30% vs. 9%, p < 0.001) than patients in 
the low-HGI group [156]. 

The Glycation Gap (G-gap) is a variant of the 
HGI measure. It refers to the potential difference 
between measured HbA1c levels and HbA1c levels 

predicted from levels of fructosamine, a measure of 
glycated circulating proteins, predominantly al-
bumin. A predicted HbA1c (FHbA1c) is calculated 
from the simultaneously measured fructosamine 
standardized to the HbA1c distribution: FHbA1c = 
(((fructosamine – mean fructosamine)/SD fructo-
samine) x 3 SD HbA1c) + mean HbA1c. The G-gap 
is the difference between the true HbA1c and the 
fructosamine-derived standardized predicted 
FHbA1c (G-gap = HbA1c – FHbA1c). A negative G-
gap denotes the true (intracellular glycation 
marker) HbA1c being lower than the FHbA1c, and 
a positive G-gap denotes the true HbA1c being 
higher than that predicted by fructosamine. Some 
[157, 158], but not all [159], studies have found 
that the glycation gap is an independent predictor 
of diabetic retinopathy. 

As mentioned earlier, there are many microen-
vironments to consider in biomarker analysis. To 
understand and interpret HbA1c, fructosamine, 
and glycation gap measures correctly and to con-
sider them as biomarkers of diabetic complications 
we have to consider their specific properties, which 
include: 

 
1. These biomarkers are indirect measures of 

blood glucose 
2. They have greatly different half-lives (2-3 

months for HbA1c and 2-weeks for fructo-
samine) 

3. They are subject to other influencing factors, 
such as renal dysfunction and hemoglobi-
nopathies (for HbA1c) 

4. Their microenvironments differ; hemoglobin 
is intracellular and fructosamine is extracel-
lular 

 
Protein glycation is a non-enzymatic reaction 

dependent on glucose concentrations, whilst in-
tracellularly enzymatic deglycation of proteins can 
occur [159, 160]. The key deglycating enzyme, 
fructosamine-3-kinase, has isoforms and a genetic 
polymorphism suggested to influence HbA1c and 
complication risk. 

Currently, HbA1c and fructosamine are used 
clinically. Further clinical studies are needed to 
discern the role of these and other novel bio-
markers of glycemia in diabetic retinopathy and 
its management. 

7.3 Factors related to advanced glycation end-
products (AGEs) 

AGEs comprise a family of compounds formed 
from complex chemical reactions between proteins 
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and glucose. The compounds can also form during 
oxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids in the 
presence of protein [161]. Whilst early glycation 
products such as HbA1c are reversible once 
formed, AGEs are not spontaneously reversible. 
AGEs form naturally in many tissues throughout 
the body, including on short-lived proteins such as 
albumin, immunoglobulins, hemoglobin, and lipo-
proteins, and on long-lived proteins such as colla-
gens and ocular lens crystallins. Collagen-based 
AGEs increase with aging. Well-known AGEs are 
carboxymethyllysine (CML), carboxyethyllyine 
(CEL), and pentosidine. Some of them are fluores-
cent (e.g. pentosidine), whilst others (CML) are 
not. AGE formation is thought to be increased by 
oxidative stress, and accelerated in diabetes and 
renal disease, even in the absence of diabetes. 
Smoke and many foods (e.g. pizza, toast, coffee, 
cola, and Peking duck) contain AGEs and contrib-
ute to AGE levels in the body. 

AGEs can be measured specifically by gas 
chromatography / mass spectroscopy (CML, CEL), 
high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) 
(pentosidine), or less-specific ELISAs. AGEs in 
skin, cornea, and lenses can be measured non-
invasively, clinically based on tissue auto-
fluorescence [66, 67, 70-72]. 

We have previously reviewed this issue [162-
164]. In general, higher levels of circulating AGEs 
are frequently, but not always, associated with 
diabetic vascular complications, including reti-
nopathy. However, concurrent renal disease, which 
generally increases AGEs, should be considered. 
The type of AGE, the method used to assay it, and 
the site of where the AGE is, in particular if it is 
short- or long-lived tissue, can influence the rela-
tionship of AGE levels to diabetic retinopathy 
status. 

AGEs have many adverse effects of relevance to 
vascular (and neural) complications of diabetes, 
including: 

 
- Inflammation 
- Oxidative stress 
- Blood clotting 
- Fibrosis 
- Cytotoxicity 
- Pro- and anti-angiogenic actions 
- Effects on cell-signaling and molecular 

pathways 
 
AGE-based modification of circulating proteins 

and extravasated proteins such as LDL enhances 
their pathogenicity, also in the retina (reviewed in 
[162-167]). In the DCCT/EDIC cohort, we demon-

strated that baseline levels of AGE-LDL and oxi-
dized LDL (oxLDL) within circulating immune 
complexes were independent predictors for reti-
nopathy progression several years later [26]. Cir-
culating AGEs are relatively short-lived. AGEs in 
long-lived tissues such as skin collagen have a 
validated non-invasive assessment tool. There is 
increasing evidence for its association with and 
prediction of diabetic retinopathy. 

Clinically the use of skin collagen-based AGEs 
is increasingly being used in clinical research, with 
more recent non-invasive skin AGE readers replac-
ing the need for full thickness skin biopsy and 
complex biochemical analyses. Correlations be-
tween skin biopsy AGE levels and non-invasively 
assessed skin (auto-flourescence) AGEs have been 
demonstrated [168]. Several groups have shown 
skin AGEs to be strongly related to prior glycemic 
control reflected by serial HbA1c levels over many 
(up to 15) years [68, 69, 169, 170]. 

Many studies in diverse ethnic groups have 
demonstrated correlations between skin AGEs 
measured non-invasively or biochemically and con-
current retinopathy status, including its presence 
and/or severity [66, 70, 169, 171-173]. Non-
invasively assessed skin AGEs were also associ-
ated with retinopathy in the DCCT/EDIC cohort 
[173]. Skin collagen AGEs measured biochemically 
on skin biopsies were independent predictors of 
diabetic retinopathy (and other microvascular 
complications) in the DCCT/EDIC cohort [174-
175]. Recently, a panel of 10 AGEs measured 
chemically in skin biopsy collagen taken near 
DCCT close-out has been shown to be predictive of 
the subsequent retinopathy status [50]. These 
studies support that a major driver of long-lived 
AGEs is glycemia, and that skin AGEs, which 
takes minutes to measure using non-invasive 
tools, may be a suitable biomarker for years of gly-
cemic control, and for diabetic retinopathy risk. 

 
Factors related to the receptor for AGEs (RAGE). 
RAGE is member of a family of receptors for 
AGEs. It is a 35 kDa transmembrane receptor 
from the immunoglobulin superfamily, and also 
known as a pattern recognition receptor. RAGE 
binds AGEs and other ligands, including high-
mobility group protein B1 (HMGB1), an intracellu-
lar DNA-binding protein important in chromatin 
remodeling. RAGE activation is proinflammatory. 
It is of particular relevance to diabetic retinopathy 
that higher levels of AGEs, including soluble 
RAGE (sRAGE) and pentosidine, have been asso-
ciated with diabetic retinopathy in cross-sectional 
studies [176]. 
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sRAGE is a circulating form or a receptor for 
AGEs. Isoforms of the RAGE protein, which lack 
the transmembrane and signaling domain, exist in 
man and are thought to be protective against 
AGE- and RAGE-related damage, perhaps by act-
ing as a decoy, binding and inactivating AGEs 
[176]. RAGE is expressed by many cells in the ret-
ina, with the highest expression achieved in Müller 
glia [177]. Blockade of RAGE may be a useful 
therapeutic strategy. sRAGE has been shown to 
prevent diabetes-related Müller glia dysfunction 
during diabetes [177], and to inhibit retinal vessel 
leukostasis in AGE-infused (non-diabetic) mice 
[178]. Importantly, RAGE antagonists can prevent 
acellular capillary formation in diabetic mice [179], 
and mice, in which RAGE has been genetically de-
leted, show significant protection against diabetic 
retinopathy [180]. Together, these clinical and re-
lated basic science studies show the value of such 
biomarkers in developing therapeutics. 

7.4 Lipid- and lipoprotein-related biomarkers 

There are many cross-sectional and longitudinal 
studies showing an adverse profile of ‘traditional’ 
lipid levels, including total cholesterol, triglyc-
erides, HDL-cholesterol, and (usually calculated) 
LDL-cholesterol (LDL-C). These levels have been 
associated with retinopathy in young and adult 
type 1 and type 2 diabetes patients. However, not 
all studies are confirmatory, which may be due to 
variability in lipid levels, the use of lipid levels at 
only a single time point, metabolic memory, 
weaker associations than with hyperglycemia, or 
publication bias. We have previously reviewed this 
issue [25, 162, 163]. 

In a cross-sectional study of the type 1 diabetic 
DCCT/EDIC cohort, retinopathy was positively as-
sociated with serum triglycerides and negatively 
with HDL-C [23]. In the type 1 diabetic Pittsburgh 
Epidemiology of Diabetes Complications study 
[181], serum triglycerides, and to some extent 
LDL-C, were associated cross-sectionally with 
retinopathy, and longitudinally with progression 
to PDR. In the recent, very large META-EYE 
study, high total cholesterol level was a risk factor 
for diabetic retinopathy, specifically for diabetic 
macular edema [15]. In contrast, a 13-country 
study of long type 2 diabetes duration showed that 
plasma lipid levels (high triglycerides and low 
HDL-C levels) were associated with retinopathy on 
univariate analysis, but not at full adjustment for 
potential confounders [24]. In recent studies, we 
found that circulating levels of apolipoprotein A1 
(associated with HDL) and apolipoprotein B (found 

in LDL, lipoprotein(a), VLDL, and chylomicrons) 
were stronger predictors of diabetic retinopathy 
than traditional lipid levels [182]. 

Retinal exudates, which include extravasated 
lipids, are sometimes used as a surrogate end-
point for retinopathy. In the type 2 diabetic Early 
Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) 
including 2,709 patients [183], high LDL-C levels 
at baseline doubled the risk of developing retinal 
hard exudates. In the Hoorn study, which included 
2,484 diabetic and non-diabetic individuals, dia-
betic retinopathy was positively associated with 
total cholesterol and triglyceride levels, and retinal 
hard exudates were associated with LDL-C levels 
[184]. In the Atherosclerosis Risk In Communities 
(ARIC) study, only retinal hard exudates were as-
sociated with LDL-C and lipoprotein(a) levels 
[185]. Other features of retinopathy were not asso-
ciated with lipid levels. Studies of lipid levels are 
of interest, in particular if they include OCT and 
other surrogate end-points such as retinal vessel 
caliber and geometry. 

In general, the links between traditional lipid 
levels and diabetic retinopathy are not particularly 
strong, particularly not at the individual basis. In 
contrast, the impact of some lipid-lowering drugs 
on diabetic retinopathy are considerable. 3-
hydroxy-3-methyl-glutaryl coenzyme A (HMG-
CoA) reductase inhibitors (statins) are potent 
LDL-C-lowering drugs. They protect against car-
diovascular events equally well in both adults with 
and without type 1 or type 2 diabetes and in pri-
mary and secondary prevention settings [186]. 
However, in statin studies to date (in which dia-
betic retinopathy was usually a secondary end-
point), statins did not alter retinopathy [187]. In 
contrast, fenofibrate, an orally active PPAR-alpha 
agonist, primarily used to lower triglyceride levels, 
reduced diabetic retinopathy by 31-40% in two 
large randomized controlled trials in type 2 diabe-
tes, the Fenofibrate Intervention and Event Low-
ering in Diabetes Trial (FIELD) [188] and the AC-
CORD Lipid Trial [189]. In both trials, the clinical 
benefit (over 5 years of intervention) was not re-
lated to the effects on traditional lipid levels. As 
we [190] and others [191] have recently reviewed, 
pleiotropic effects of fenofibrate, including anti-
inflammatory, anti-angiogenic, and cell signaling 
(PPAR-alpha and WNT pathways) effects, may be 
major driving forces. However, other novel lipopro-
tein-related markers may be contributory and 
merit further evaluation. 

Novel lipoprotein biomarkers include modified 
lipoproteins such as oxidized LDL, modified LDL 
in immune complexes, and lipoprotein subclasses. 
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The lipoproteins are defined by size (and detected 
by NMR), or by density (and detected by density 
gradient ultracentrifugation), or by apolipoprotein 
content (and detected by antibody affinity-based 
assays). 

In a cross-sectional study of the DCCT/EDIC 
cohort, NMR analysis of circulating lipoproteins 
identified stronger associations with subclasses of 
small LDL and small HDL (more so in men than in 
women) [23]. Longitudinal studies are of interest, 
and are planned for follow-up of these baseline 
data. In a longitudinal DCCT/EDIC cohort study 
on both unadjusted and covariate-adjusted models, 
higher levels of AGE-LDL and oxLDL in circulat-
ing immune complexes were associated with pro-
gression of diabetic retinopathy [26]. 

Modified lipoproteins such as oxidized LDL are 
thought to be more atherogenic than unmodified 
lipoproteins. Modified lipoproteins are found in 
higher concentrations in the vessel wall than in 
the antioxidant-rich high-turnover plasma. In dia-
betes, the blood retinal barriers become leaky, and 
lipoproteins are extravasated. They are likely re-
modified whilst trapped in the retina. Extensive 
human, animal, and cell culture studies carried 
out by Lyons et al. demonstrated that lipoproteins 
and modified lipoproteins exist in the retina, and 
that they contribute to retinal damage. Lyons’ 
team has shown that extravasated and modified 
LDL and immune-complexed oxLDL are present in 
the retina of diabetic patients. They have also 
demonstrated that glycated LDL and/or oxLDL ex-
ert cytotoxicity to cultured human retinal capillary 
endothelial cells [192], pericytes [166, 192-195], 
retinal pigment epithelium [165], and Muller glial 
cells [196]. Finally, these glycated LDL could be 
shown to cause changes in cell signaling, gene ex-
pression, cell apoptosis, and autophagy [165, 192, 
193, 195, 196]. 

Lipids, including fatty acids and sphingolipids, 
may also play a role in diabetic retinopathy. In the 
DCCT/EDIC cohort, decreased plasma levels of a 
subset of very long chain ceramide species, meas-
ured by HPLC-tandem mass spectroscopy, were 
associated with the development of proteinuria af-
ter 14-20 years of follow-up [197]. Similar lipi-
domic-based studies in diabetic retinopathy would 
be interesting. 

In summary, while traditional lipid levels in 
blood are somewhat linked with diabetic retinopa-
thy, lipoproteins in the retina, particularly modi-
fied lipoproteins and those identified in the circu-
lation using more novel techniques, may play an 
important role in retinopathy, and may become 
therapeutic targets. 

7.5 Blood pressure 

Blood pressure (BP) is a clinical biomarker. It is 
highly variable both within and between individu-
als. Variations in the relationship of BP with reti-
nopathy between studies may relate to different 
measurement techniques of BP and different cut-
points for normal vs. hypertension. The various 
measures include: 

 
- ‘In clinic’ and ‘at home’ 
- Manual and automated sphygmomanome-

ters 
- Single vs. mean of multiple BP readings 
- 24-hour BP readings (which are more reli-

able, but also more costly) 
 
Systolic, diastolic, mean, and lying and stand-

ing BP differences may be measured. The presence 
or absence of (normal) nocturnal falls in BP, called 
dipping, is also implicated in diabetic vascular 
complication risk. Whilst best studied in diabetic 
nephropathy [198], non-dipping overnight blood 
pressure has also been associated with increased 
risk of diabetic retinopathy in type 2 diabetes sub-
jects [199]. 

The UKPDS demonstrated that high BP is an 
important risk factor for diabetic retinopathy 
[148]. However, BP levels on average in the 
UKPDS were higher than in many diabetic pa-
tients today; this is due to lower treatment targets 
and improved blood pressure-lowering drugs. In 
the large individual participant data meta-
analysis, the META-EYE Study, diabetic patients 
with BP >140/90 mmHg, or those who were on 
anti-hypertensive drugs, were more likely to de-
velop diabetic retinopathy than those with normal 
BP. Also, all stages of diabetic retinopathy, from 
mild to vision-threatening-related end-points, were 
higher in people with higher BP levels [15]. 

In contrast, a recent Cochrane review of BP 
control over 4.5 years in type 2 diabetic patients 
showed benefits of antihypertensive agents on 
preventing retinopathy onset, but no effect on dia-
betic retinopathy progression [200]. However, the 
time frame and vascular memory for BP and BP 
drugs may have modulated the study outcome. 
Trials have shown diabetic patients may benefit 
from early use of anti-hypertensive agents, even in 
the setting of normal BP levels. Particular benefi-
cial are those drugs related to the RAAS system, 
such as angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) in-
hibitors and angiotensin-2 receptor blockers (ARB) 
[143]. These benefits may relate to the presence of 
a RAAS system in the eye [201]. 
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7.6 Inflammation 

The persistence of chronic inflammation in the 
retina from diabetes onset until late-stage sight-
threatening retinopathy is now well-recognized, 
and has been reviewed in several publications 
[202, 203]. 

There are multiple biomarkers within the in-
flammatory response, many of which can be de-
tected at altered, usually increased, levels in the 
vitreous, in the retina, and frequently in the sys-
temic circulation. The categories of inflammatory 
biomarkers are summarized in Table 6. They in-
clude adhesion molecules, which are known to be 
relevant very early in retinopathy, and growth fac-
tors, which are best known in late-stage retinopa-
thy. A key role is played by elevated VEGF levels, 
which form the basis of anti-VEGF intraocular in-
jections, now widely used clinically. Other anti-
angiogenic peptide-based therapies are in devel-
opment [202]. 

Vascular cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) are 
usually increased in retinal and extraocular ves-
sels even in the early stages of diabetes and dia-
betic retinopathy, leading to increased leukocyte 
adhesion (leukostasis of neutrophils and mono-
cytes) and interactions. The leukocytes can become 
trapped in retinal capillaries which may cause oc-
clusion and non-perfusion [204]. They are indeed 
also found within the retina itself, particularly 
near blood vessels [205]. Leukostasis occurs in 
diabetic animal models [206] and in people with 
diabetes [207]. Adherent leukocytes can them-
selves damage the retinal vascular endothelium 
[208]. Leukocyte adherence is a biomarker of dia-
betic retinopathy and often used as surrogate end-
point in animal model research, as we did in dem-
onstrating the benefit of fenofibrate in reducing 
retinal inflammation and diabetic retinopathy 
[209]. 

Evidence of extraocular (systemic) inflamma-
tion may be provided by: 

 
- Elevated levels of soluble forms of CAMs 
- Activated monocytes in diabetic subjects 

[210-212] 
- Increased circulating neutrophil levels in 

late-stage diabetic retinopathy [213] 

 
The neutrophils express more myeloperoxidase 

(MPO), and generate greater amounts of cytotoxic 
hydrogen peroxide in diabetic than in non-diabetic 
subjects [214]. 

In some clinical studies, serum levels of soluble 
tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptors 1 and 2 
[215], TNFα [216], soluble vascular cell adhesion 
molecule 1 (sVCAM-1), soluble intercellar cell ad-
hesion molecule 1 (sICAM-1), and soluble E-
selectin (sE-selectin) [217] have been associated 
with the presence of diabetic retinopathy. How-
ever, other studies have not found such associa-
tions between retinopathy and inflammatory 
markers, particularly if corrected for confounders 
[218, 219]. Differences may relate to study size, 
subject characteristics, and statistical analyses. A 
genetic inflammation biomarker, genotypes for C-
reactive protein (CRP), has been associated with 
increased risk (OR 1.3) for diabetic retinopathy in 
Chinese subjects with type 2 diabetes [220]. Of 
greater interest are longitudinal studies. Whilst 
some studies have not found predictive power of 
baseline inflammatory systemic markers for future 
retinopathy [218], some have detected links. In a 
substudy of 1,391 subjects from DCCT-EDIC co-
hort, circulating levels of sE-selectin at baseline 

Table 6. Inflammatory biomarkers in diabetic retinopathy 
 

Inflammatory biomarker group Examples 

Vascular adhesion molecules 
 

VCAM-1, ICAM-1, E-
selectin, sVAP 

Cytokines 
    Inflammatory 
 
    Anti-inflammatory 
 

  
TNFα, IL (1α,1β, 6, 8), 
HMGB1 
IL-10 

Chemokines 
    Pro-inflammatory/angiogenic 
 
    Anti-inflammatory/antiangiogenic 
 

  
MCP-1, MIF, SDF-1, frac-
talkine 
IP10, MIG 

Transcription factors 
 

HIF-1, NF-ĸB 

Growth- /angiogenesis-related 
    Pro-inflammatory/angiogenic 
 
   Anti-inflammatory/antiangiogenic 
 
   anti-inflammatory/proangiogenic 
 

 
VEGF, PGF, IGF1, CTGF, 
stem cell factor  
PEDF 
 
EPO 

Innate immune response cells Retinal endothelial cells with 
toll-like receptors  
 

 

Legend: CTGF – connective tissue growth factor, EPO – erythro-
poietin, HIF-1 – hypoxia-inducible factor 1,  HMGB1 – high-mobility 
group box 1, ICAM – intercellular adhesion molecule, IGF1 – insu-
lin-like growth factor 1, IL – interleukin, IP10 – interferon gamma-
induced protein 10, MCP-1 – monocyte chemotactic protein 1, MIF – 
macrophage migration inhibitory factor, MIG – monokine induced 
by gamma interferon, NF-ĸB – nuclear factor kappa B, PEDF – pig-
ment epithelium-derived factor, PGF – placental growth factor, SDF-
1 – stromal cell-derived factor 1, sVAP – soluble vascular adhesion 
protein 1, TNFα – tumor necosis factor alpha, VCAM-1 – vascular 
cell adhesion protein 1, VEGF - vascular endothelial growth factor. 
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was an independent predictor for the development 
of diabetic retinopathy (3-step ETDRS score) over 
16 years of follow-up [221]. 

Pro-inflammatory factors, such as cytokines 
and chemokines, are shown in Table 6. They have 
been identified at increased levels in the retina 
and/or in the vitreous fluid [203, 222]. Whilst the 
level of inflammation in diabetic retinopathy is of-
ten regarded as low, the levels for some inflamma-
tory factors have been found to be quite high; for 
example, IL-8 levels in vitreous fluid were compa-
rable to that found in pleural effusions of patients 
with pneumonia [223]. High levels of vitreous fluid 
interleukins (IL-6 and IL-8) have been correlated 
with diabetic retinopathy progression in PDR and 
vitreous surgery outcomes [224, 225]. Hence, pro-
inflammatory factors provide useful as bio-
markers, at least in clinical research as vitreous 
fluid is not a readily accessible sample for non-
surgical clinical practice. 

Diabetic retinopathy also involves the neural 
and the vascular retina. Inflammation may stem 
from neural Müller cells and microglia which may 
be useful biomarkers [226-228]. 

Many inflammatory biomarkers are used as 
surrogate end-points in preclinical studies that 
test novel therapeutics for diabetic retinopathy, 
such as FT011, a novel anti-inflammatory and 
anti-fibrotic agent. In the hypertensive Ren-2 rat 
model of diabetic retinopathy, intravitreal FT011 
reduced retinal leukostasis, microglial density, and 
ICAM-1 mRNA levels [229]. Similarly, systemic 
and ocular fenofibrate reduced retinal inflamma-
tion (and angiogenesis) in rodent models of dia-
betic retinopathy [209]. 

7.7 Thrombosis-related biomarkers 

Microthrombi are a feature of diabetic retinopa-
thy. Therefore, biomarkers related to clotting and 
fibrinolysis are relevant to diabetic retinopathy. A 
potential modulating factor is that many clotting- 
and fibrinolysis-related parameters, particularly 
those produced by the liver, increase in the pres-
ence of renal damage, even at early stages. There-
fore, association of these (and other) biochemical 
biomarkers may be confounded by coexistent renal 
disease. 

A prothrombotic marker that has been associ-
ated with increased risk of both cardiovascular 
disease (CVD) and diabetic retinopathy is plasmi-
nogen activator inhibitor 1 (PAI-1). However, the 
results relating to PAI-1 genotype and risk of dia-
betic retinopathy (and other vascular complica-
tions) are contrasting. Therefore, a meta-analysis 

was performed to assess the association between 
the PAI-1 -675 4G/5G polymorphism and suscepti-
bility to diabetic retinopathy. There were 10 stud-
ies with 1,327 cases and 1,557 controls; none of 
them found a significant association with retinopa-
thy [230]. With regard to baseline circulating pro-
tein PAI-1 (activity) levels in both the type 1 dia-
betic DCCT [221] and type 2 diabetic VADT study 
[231], higher PAI-1 levels were associated with in-
creased risk of diabetic retinopathy many years 
into the future. 

Fibrinogen levels are also associated with in-
creased inflammation and hypercoagulability. 
They have also been associated with increased risk 
of retinopathy. In the prospective VADT, subjects 
who were assigned to intensive glucose control and 
who had lower baseline levels of fibrinogen had a 
lower risk of retinopathy progression [231]. In a 
very small cross-sectional study of type 1 diabetic 
subjects, fibrinogen levels did not differ between 
those with and those without retinopathy [232]. 
Therefore, larger and prospective studies with ad-
justment for multiple covariates are needed. 

7.8 Angiogenesis-related biomarkers 

VEGF is a potent inducer of retinal vascular 
leakage and angiogenesis. The identification of the 
key role of this biomarker in diabetic retinopathy 
has led to the development of anti-VEGF treat-
ments. There are several review articles regarding 
the role of VEGF and anti-VEGF agents in dia-
betic retinopathy [233-235]. Whilst VEGF geno-
type is linked with retinopathy risk [234], it is not 
yet used in clinical practice. 

Pigment epithelium-derived factor (PEDF) is an 
endogenous antagonist of VEGF. It was first iden-
tified in the retinal pigment epithelium, but is now 
known to be widely expressed in the body, includ-
ing eye, kidney, arteries, liver, and adipocytes. 
Most circulating PEDF is thought to arise from 
liver and adipocytes. PEDF is excreted in the 
urine; circulating levels rise with renal disease. 
PEDF has potent antiangiogenic properties as well 
as anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant effects [3, 
236-238]. It is detectable at high levels in blood. 

In cross-sectional studies of adults with type 1 
diabetes, we demonstrated higher circulating 
PEDF levels in those with than those without mi-
crovascular complications, including PDR [61]. In 
another small cross-sectional study, we did not 
find a difference in circulating PEDF levels be-
tween those with and those without diabetic reti-
nopathy [239]. However, in our larger study of the 
FIELD type 2 diabetes study, circulating PEDF 
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levels were higher in those with than those with-
out retinopathy, once adjustments were made for 
renal dysfunction and other covariates. Also, 
higher PEDF levels at baseline were associated 
with lower risk of retinopathy, and fenofibrate 
treatment increased PEDF levels (personal com-
munication Jenkins A, Januszewsi A, Keech A). 
These clinical biomarker studies are supported by 
positive preclinical studies that tested the devel-
opment of PEDF eye-drops for the treatment of 
diabetic retinopathy [240]. 

Fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF-21) is another 
growth factor with effects on glucose levels, lipid 
levels, and thermogenesis; it also has pro-
angiogenic effects [241, 242]. In a cross-sectional 
study, FGF-21 levels in the circulation have been 
independently associated with the severity of dia-
betic retinopathy in type 2 diabetes patients [243]. 
In the FIELD study, baseline FGF-21 levels were 
also associated with microvascular complications 
at baseline. and with their on-trial development, 
though retinopathy specific outcomes were not re-
ported [244]. Fenofibrate greatly increased plasma 
FGF-21 levels by approximately 80% [244]. 

Many other growth factors, including hepatic 
growth factor and connective tissue growth factor 
(CTGF), are also implicated in diabetic retinopa-
thy. They are useful as biomarkers in basic science 
studies exploring mechanisms of retinal damage 
and protection, and as a surrogate end-point [235, 
245]. Whilst there are some (positive) human dia-
betes studies (in the DCCT-EDIC cohort) linking 
CTGF genotype and urinary levels, they relate to 
nephropathy and surrogate end-points of cardio-
vascular disease [246, 247] rather than retinopa-
thy. Studies analyzing these markers in relation to 
retinopathy would be of interest. 

7.9 Oxidative stress markers 

Oxidative stress is implicated in the develop-
ment of diabetic vascular complications [162]. Oxi-
dative stress is very difficult to measure. It has a 
wide range of biomarkers, which are usually very 
short lived, and it is highly variable within and be-
tween individuals. Serum levels may not be repre-
sentative of what occurs at the site of disease as 
serum is full of antioxidants, including fat and wa-
ter-soluble antioxidants such as vitamin E and vi-
tamin C, respectively. Studies of ocular tissue are 
desirable. In a study of serum and vitreous fluid, 
higher levels of oxidative stress markers (lipid 
peroxides, malondialdehyde) and lower levels of 
superoxide dismutase were identified in the vitre-
ous of diabetic vs. non-diabetic eye disease pa-

tients. Correlations between vitreous and serum 
levels of lipid peroxides and superoxide dismutase 
were seen in diabetic retinopathy patients [74]. 
LDL and oxLDL have been identified in human 
diabetic retina, with increasing amounts in more 
severe diabetes retinopathy, and no oxLDL evident 
in non-diabetic retina [248]. As retinal tissue has a 
high blood flow and high tissue turnover it would 
be likely susceptible to oxidative stress. This issue 
merits further research. 

7.10 Nutrition-related biomarkers 

Nutrition related biomarkers are implicated in 
several forms of ocular disease, including diabetic 
retinopathy. Multi-vitamins are used to treat some 
non-diabetic forms of eye disease, such as age-
related macular degeneration. 

 
Vitamin D. There are vitamin D receptors in the 
eye. Vitamin D receptor-related genotypes have 
been associated with diabetic retinopathy in type 1 
and type 2 diabetic subjects [249-254]. Similar to 
its known role in bone and calcium metabolism, 
vitamin D also has roles in insulin resistance and 
immune function, and it has anti-inflammatory, 
anti-angiogenic, and anti-fibrotic effects. In pre-
clinical studies, topical vitamin D inhibits retinal 
and corneal angiogenesis and intraocular pressure. 
A review of vitamin D in ocular health has been 
published by Nebbioso and colleagues [253]. 

Cross-sectional studies have been conducted in 
many different ethnic groups. Most of them [255-
265], including the larger ones, but not all [258, 
264], found associations between low vitamin D 
levels and the presence and severity of diabetic 
retinopathy. In a cross-sectional study of the Chil-
dren’s Hospital at Westmead type 1 diabetes co-
hort, vitamin D levels were inversely associated 
with the presence diabetic retinopathy, which was 
assessed based on vascular lesions [261]. However, 
vitamin D levels were not associated with earlier 
biomarkers of retinal vascular geometry [266]. In 
the few longitudinal studies available, including 
the FIELD (type 2 diabetes) study [267], the VA 
Diabetes Trial [268], and a type 1 diabetes cohort, 
lower vitamin D levels at baseline were not an in-
dependent predictor of microvascular complica-
tions after adjustment for confounders [269]. 

 
Homocysteine. This is an essential amino acid, 
which is synthesized in the body from methionine, 
and it is lowered by higher levels of folic acid and 
vitamin B12. Homocysteine is associated with in-
creased clotting, inflammation, endothelial dys-
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function, disturbed angiogenesis, and vascular ma-
trix composition. High homocysteine levels are as-
sociated with increased risk of vascular disease in 
the general population [270, 271]. On the other 
hand, lowering homocysteine levels (by B-group 
vitamin supplements) is not associated with a re-
duction in vascular disease risk [272]. 

Most [273-277], but not all [219], cross-sectional 
studies found higher levels of homocysteine in the 
blood to be associated with greater risk of diabetic 
retinopathy. A meta-analysis of 31 studies con-
firmed this association [272]. In a small cross-
sectional study of plasma, aqueous, and vitreous 
fluid, high homocysteine levels in the eye were also 
associated with diabetic retinopathy [275]. How-
ever, there are few longitudinal studies. In a longi-
tudinal type 1 diabetic patient study, homocys-
teine levels were only associated with the devel-
opment of diabetic macular edema, but not other 
forms of retinopathy [218]. Further longitudinal 
studies and intervention studies are of interest, 
particularly against the background that met-
formin use is associated with lower B-group vita-
min levels and homocysteine elevation [278, 279]. 

8. Molecular biomarkers 
Diabetic retinopathy is thought to have both 

genetic and acquired (environmental) modulators. 
This assumption is supported by twin and family 
studies showing concordance for diabetic retinopa-
thy [280]. As yet, no genetic markers are used in 
clinical practice in diabetes, and there are few ge-
netic studies for diabetic retinopathy compared 
with the number of genetic studies for diabetes per 
se, diabetic nephropathy, or non-diabetic-related 
ocular diseases. The field of genetics and diabetic 
retinopathy will benefit from: 

 
- Detailed phenotyping (enabling comparisons 

between stages of retinopathy and between 
different studies) 

- Large studies in different ethnic groups 
- Collaborative endeavors 
- Adjustment for potential confounders and 

validation studies 
- Inclusion of biomarkers relevant to the 

genes 
- Use of more recently available molecular 

techniques 

8.1 GWAS and SNPs 

Earlier genetic studies, including twin and fam-
ily studies, candidate gene and linkage studies, 

and small GWAS analyses are well reviewed and 
summarized by Kuo et al. [280]. Genes related to 
pathways and other biomarkers implicated in reti-
nopathy have been identified in some, but not all 
studies, including genes related to: 

 
- VEGF 
- Aldose reductase 
- RAAS (ACE) 
- Lipoproteins (ApoE, PON) 
- EPO 
- Inflammation (TNF, ICAM1) 
- Vitamin D receptor [58, 59, 249-254, 280-

282] 
 
Unlike candidate gene studies, a genome-wide 

association study (GWAS) provides an unbiased 
assessment of genes implicated in a disease proc-
ess. GWAS in diabetic retinopathy are emerging, 
and have suggested several loci related to diabetic 
retinopathy risk. For example, a Japanese study 
(<1000 cases and controls) reported associations 
between the long non-coding (lnc) RNA RP1-90L14 
and susceptibility to diabetic retinopathy [281]. 
These studies are relatively small as measured by 
GWAS standard (ranging from several hundred to 
several thousand subjects), do not include opti-
mally characterized subjects, and await validation. 
In some cases, validation has not confirmed the 
original observation. Further and much larger 
studies are necessary; these should have ade-
quately large sample size, standard definitions for 
retinopathy, and adjustment for confounders. This 
is a costly, but important endeavor. Even if sus-
ceptible or protective genes are identified, altera-
tions in gene expression may occur because of en-
vironmental factors. Thus, studies of epigenetics 
are also important. 

8.2 Telomeres 

Telomeres are repetitive specialized DNA pro-
tein loop structures at chromosome ends that help 
stabilize chromosomes via prevention of degrada-
tion, end-to-end fusion, and abnormal DNA recom-
bination. Telomeres shorten, approximately 30-200 
nucleotides get lost with each cell cycle, and once 
they reach a critical length, cell cycle arrest or 
apoptosis is activated [283-285]. Telomere length 
is highly heritable [286], and the telomere shorten-
ing process is thought to be accelerated by hyper-
glycemia, insulin resistance, oxidative stress, and 
inflammation [283-288]. 

Shorter telomeres have been suggested as both 
a marker and mediator of aging and age-related 
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diseases, including cardiometabolic disorders [283-
288], and may integrate both genetic and envi-
ronmental risk markers. Telomeres are more read-
ily measured in circulating white blood cells, but 
are also relevant to studies of cultured retinal cells 
and ocular tissues. There are several studies re-
porting: 

 
- Shorter telomeres in people with diabetes 
- Associations of shorter telomeres with the 

presence of diabetes complications [287, 288] 
- Predictive power for future nephropathy 

[289] and mortality [290] 
 
However, to the best of our knowledge, there 

are no specific telomere length- and diabetic reti-
nopathy-related studies. 

In the West of Scotland Coronary Prevention 
Study (WOSCOPS), a large clinical study, statins 
attenuated the cardiovascular risk associated with 
shorter telomeres [291]. Therefore, telomere length 
may be a therapeutic target. It may be targeted via 
modulating telomerase activity that impacts te-
lomere length. However, one of the challenges in 
this field of research is the measurement of te-
lomere length. Most studies use a qPCR based 
method, where differences in the standard used 
can affect study results and make comparisons be-
tween studies and laboratories difficult. Alternate 
approaches comprise the measurement of absolute 
telomere length by pulsed field gel electrophoresis 
[292], which is more labor-intensive and therefore 
less readily applicable to large studies, and compu-
tation [293]. 

8.3 Epigenetics 

Epigenetics is an exciting and relatively new 
field in molecular biology. It is aimed at providing 
insight into interactions between environmental 
factors and genes, which may also contribute to 
metabolic memory [294-299]. Epigenetic studies 
are relevant to cultured cells, tissue studies, as 
well as animal and human studies. Epigenetic 
biomarkers include DNA methylation, modifica-
tion of histones, and non-coding RNAs, including 
microRNAs [298]. Further clinical and basic sci-
ence studies in diabetic retinopathy are merited. 

Histones are highly basic proteins found in eu-
karyotic nuclei that allow the negatively-charged 
DNA to be wrapped around them, thus enabling a 
higher order of packaging. Methylation or acetyla-
tion of specific histone tails changes their net 
charge, thereby influencing interactions with 
DNA. Histone methylation at various promoter re-

gions can significantly alter transcriptional regula-
tion at defined promoters, and cause suppression 
or inappropriately sustained gene expression, thus 
impacting normal cell function. Increased methy-
lation of DNA and of specific amino acids on his-
tone tails is inversely related to gene expression, 
leading to lower levels of RNA. Environmental fac-
tors, including changes in glycemia, smoking, obe-
sity, lipids, maternal and early life, nutrition, and 
drugs can directly influence DNA/histone methyla-
tion, leading to alterations in gene expression 
[294-297, 300]. DNA and histone methylation and 
heritable changes to the genome (without any 
changes in DNA sequence) have been associated 
with CVD and diabetic vascular damage [294, 295, 
297-299]. 

Histone methylation via histone methyltrans-
ferase (HMT) enzymes at lysine residues has been 
implicated in diabetic vascular complications [294, 
295]. High glucose exposure of retinal capillary 
endothelial cells induces histone methylation, 
which may lead to: 

 
- Altered transcriptional activity of Sp1 at the 

Keap1 promoter 
- Transcriptional activity of Nrf2 
- Protection from anti-oxidant gene expression 

[297] 
 
Of relevance to metabolic memory, only 16 

hours of high glucose exposure of vascular endo-
thelial cells may cause epigenetic changes that ac-
tivate NF-κB at the p65 promoter and increase 
oxidative stress, even after six days of return to 
normal glucose levels [295]. There is evidence from 
animal models that a histone deacetylase inhibitor 
(a drug class being tested in human cancer trials) 
ameliorates diabetic nephropathy [15, 16]. Also, 
cultured retinal cells exposed to fenofibrate show 
epigenetic changes, including anti-inflammatory 
effects. Fenofibrate suppresses cellular metabolic 
memory of high glucose in diabetic retinopathy via 
a sirtuin 1-dependent signaling pathway [301]. 
However, as yet, there are no publications regard-
ing the metabolic memory for fenofibrate exposure 
in the FIELD or ACCORD trials. Further clinical 
and ocular studies are of great interest. 

MicroRNAs are another group of biomarkers of 
great interest in diabetic retinopathy. Whilst gene 
sequences cannot be changed, the expression of 
genes can be altered by microRNAs, with each mi-
croRNA influencing the expression of multiple 
genes. 

MicroRNAs are a group of small (~22 nucleo-
tide) single-stranded RNA molecules that do not 
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code for protein, but act post-transcriptionally to 
modulate expression of target genes, including 
genes involved in the following physiological and 
disease processes through a mechanism that inhib-
its protein expression by interfering with mRNA 
translation and stability [302]: 

 
- Angiogenesis 
- Blood flow 
- Neural dysfunction 
- Tissue-specific inflammation 
- Glucose metabolism 

 
MicroRNAs can cross cellular boundaries and 

communicate with other cells via gap junctions, 
through exosome-mediated transfer, and via rup-
tured cell membranes (as occurs in cell death). 
Thus, microRNAs can exist outside cells, and be 
efficiently detected in the circulation (free, associ-
ated with proteins, or in membrane bound parti-
cles) [303], and in ocular tissues, including vitre-
ous [304] and aqueous [305] fluids. Their value as 
biomarker is increased by the fact that they are 
resistant to degradation by endogenous nucleases 
and by repeated freeze-thawing. They also have 
high detection capacity due to their long half-life 
(days to weeks) in serum. 

Recently, three miRNAs in serum of patients 
with diabetic retinopathy have been reported as 
potential biomarkers of the disease [4, 302, 306]. 
Our team is currently taking a discovery rather 
than a candidate approach to microRNAs for late-
stage diabetic retinopathy, and recently published 
a paper highlighting the impact of the instrumen-
tation used for detection of these molecular bio-
markers [85]. This new research area holds con-
siderable clinical potential for diagnosis, prognosis, 
and identifying of potential drug-targets, and even 
for microRNAs being therapeutic agents them-
selves. 

Using recently available and evolving molecular 
tools, the investigation of genetic SNPs, telomeres, 
and epigenetic profiles as predictors and modula-
tors of diabetic retinopathy requires large cohorts 
with many events to confer sufficient power for a 
reliable identification of moderate associations, 
and for the exploration of markers of treatment 
benefits. Such studies are costly, but worthwhile, 
as results may also facilitate identification of new 
mechanisms of retinal damage and protection. 
Coupled with excellent phenotyping, study results 
should help advancing our understanding of the 
disease process, and provide new ways to prevent 
vascular damage and protect vision. 

9. Emerging biomarkers 

9.1 ‘Omics’ platforms 

Proteomics and metabolomics are emerging 
analytical platforms in diabetic retinopathy. They 
are of interest, particularly when linked with re-
lated studies of the genome and of biochemical and 
clinical biomarkers. 

Proteomics is the large scale study of protein 
structure and function. It can be applied to cul-
tured cells, and to plasma, serum, urine, and tis-
sues, including ocular tissues such as the vitreous 
in animals and humans. Proteomics studies are 
starting to emerge in the field of diabetic retinopa-
thy [27, 28, 307-313]. Usually, dozens of differen-
tially expressed proteins are identified, but subject 
numbers are usually small, and confounders such 
as intraocular blood and clinical factors are often 
not well considered. 

Metabolomics is the “systematic study of the 
unique chemical fingerprints that specific cellular 
processes leave behind”. It is the study of the small 
molecule metabolite profiles. A range of analytical 
techniques for fluids or tissues are available, often 
via shared (core) resources. In many cases, the 
multiple, highly complex substance to be analyzed 
within a sample are separated (e.g. by capillary 
electrophoresis, HPLC, or gas chromatography). 
The separation is carried out prior to detection by 
different methods, including NMR, various types 
of mass spectroscopy, ion-mobility spectrometry, 
electrochemical detection, and radiolabel detection. 
As with proteomics, the data output is complex, 
and requires specific software and data analysis. 

As yet, there are few and small metabolomics 
studies in diabetic retinopathy. A small Chinese 
study (n = 89) compared plasma from non-diabetic 
subjects and diabetic patients without retinopathy 
with plasma from patients with non-proliferative 
and proliferative retinopathy. The authors re-
ported differences in fatty acid, amino acids, and 
glucose metabolites [314]. In another study of vit-
reous from type 1 diabetic vs. non-diabetic pa-
tients, PDR-related vitreous had higher levels of 
glucose and lactate and lower levels of ascorbic 
acid [315]. Further studies in the field are needed. 

9.2 Tear analysis 

An evolving area for seeking biomarkers for 
diabetic retinopathy is tear analysis. Like blood, 
tears are readily accessible. A small prospective 
study, with 16 subjects per group, found higher 
levels of TNFα in tears from subjects with vs. 
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without type 2 diabetes and with vs. without dia-
betic retinopathy [75]. Ideally, circulating levels 
should also be quantified, and corrected for poten-
tial confounders such as glycemia and nephropa-
thy status. 

Tear fluid proteomics has also been investi-
gated as an alternative tool for diabetic retinopa-
thy screening. In a cross-sectional study of tear 
proteomics, levels of lipocalin 1, lactotransferrin, 
lacritin, lysozyme C, lipophilin A, and the immu-
noglobulin lambda chain were at significantly 
higher relative levels in the tears of patients with 
diabetic retinopathy [316]. As this is also a new 
and promising field of studies, we expect a wealth 
of new research, also into diabetic retinopathy, 
which would be warranted. 

10. Conclusions and future directions 

Whilst the prognosis and number of treatments 
available for diabetic retinopathy have increased 
over the past few decades, at least in affluent re-
gions, diabetic retinopathy remains a common and 
feared cause of vision loss. With the global diabe-
tes epidemic, the number of people at risk of dia-
betic retinopathy is likely to increase substan-
tially. 

Biomarkers are already used widely in clinical 
research and clinical practice, and have contrib-

uted to improved treatment strategies. However, 
we still cannot predict accurately who will develop 
clinically significant diabetic retinopathy, nor can 
we reliably predict treatment responses. All 
treatments are associated with potential side-
effects, which could be monitored by biomarkers. 
With an increasingly sophisticated array of clini-
cal, biochemical, and molecular biomarker assays 
available, clinical and basic research and clinical 
practice could make further progress. Therefore, 
further biomarker research is a worthwhile en-
deavor to improve our understanding of diabetic 
retinopathy and clinical outcomes. 

Biobanking, collaborations, and careful consid-
eration of pre-analytic, analytic, and post-analytic 
factors in biomarker assays are important consid-
erations in progress towards reducing the burden 
of diabetic retinopathy. 
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